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Rule 1

1.1) What are the measurements of the playing court according to the rules?
a)
b)
c)
d)

40 x 20 meters
42 x 20 meters
38 x 18 meters
Length between 38 and 42, width between 18 and 22 meters

1.2) What are the required interior measurements of the goal?
a)
b)
c)
d)

1.92 x 2.92 meters
2.00 x 3.00 meters
2.05 x 3.05 meters
2.08 x 3.08 meters

1.3) How wide is the goal line between the posts?
a)
b)
c)
d)

5 cm
6 cm
8 cm
10 cm
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Rule 2

2.1) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 deflects a shot, and the ball crosses the outer goal line. The automatic
final signal from the public clock sounds immediately thereafter. The referees realize, that the
match has ended five minutes early. As the players are still on the court, the game is resumed by:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
Without whistle signal
After whistle signal

2.2) After the automatic final signal from the public clock sounds for half-time, the referee
immediately realizes that the first half ended on minute too early. Correct decision?
a) Prolong the second half by one minute
b) The one minute is lost and not made up for
c) After the half-time, first play one minute on the same sides as in the first half, then change
ends and begin second half normally
d) Keep players on the court and have them play the remaining minute

2.3) WHITE 11 takes a shot on goal. Goalkeeper BLACK 1 catches the ball. Just at the moment the
final signal from the public clock sounds. The referees point out to the timekeeper, that 30
seconds still remain in the second half of the game. All the players are still on the playing court.
How shall the game be restarted?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
After whistle signal
Without whistle signal

2.4) WHITE team is going to execute a free-throw after the final whistle. To that end, first WHITE 3
and then WHITE 4 leave the court to be replaced by first WHITE 5 and then WHITE 6, who enter
the court. Which of the following statements is/are correct?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The timekeeper whistles and indicates a faulty substitution of WHITE team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 4 because of a faulty substitution
2-minute suspension for WHITE 6 because of a faulty substitution
There is no reason for the timekeeper to whistle
Free-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
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2.5) A free-throw for BLACK team is taken as a direct shot on goal just before the end of the
match. The automatic final signal from the public clock sounds, just before the ball enters the goal.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

End of the match
The free-throw for BLACK team must be retaken without whistle signal
The free-throw for BLACK team must be retaken with whistle signal
7-meter throw for BLACK team

2.6) Shortly before the end of the match BLACK 2 receives the ball at the goal-area line of WHITE
team and has a clear chance of scoring. He tries to score but is prevented by a foul. Before the ball
leaves the hand of BLACK 2, the automatic final signal from the public clock sounds. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

End of the match
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
End of the match, note in the match report

2.7) Shortly before the end of the first half, a 7-meter throw for WHITE team has not yet been
executed. The 7-meter throw of WHITE 9 hits the crossbar, then the back of the goalkeeper, who
is standing approximately 3 meters in front of his goal, and then the ball enters the goal. The
automatic final signal from the public clock sounds, when the ball was flying from the crossbar to
the goalkeeper’s back. Correct decision?
a) Goal
b) The 7-meter throw is to be retaken
c) Half-time break; no further decision
2.8) After the end of the playing time, a 7-meter throw is still to be executed. The referees wait for
the immediate result of the throw. Which referee should then end the game?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The first named referee
One of the two referees
The court referee
The goal-line referee

2.9) When does the match begin?
a)
b)
c)
d)

When the first named referee whistles
When the ball leaves the throwers hand
When the timekeeper starts the stopwatch or the public clock
After the whistle for the throw-off is blown by the court referee
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2.10) For a shoot-out through 7-meter throws, who decides which goal should be used?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The team that wins the coin toss
The team that loses the coin toss
The referees
The first named referee

2.11) A free-throw for BLACK team is to be executed after the final whistle. Before the execution
of the free-throw, WHITE 8 and WHITE 9 leave the court at the same time. They are replaced first
by WHITE 10 and immediately afterwards by WHITE 11. Which of the following statements is/are
correct?
a) The timekeeper whistles and indicates to the referees, that there has been a faulty
substitution by WHITE team
b) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 10 due to faulty substitution
c) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 11 due to faulty substitution
d) The timekeeper must not whistle, as there is no rule violation
e) WHITE 11 must return to the substitution area; either WHITE 8 or WHITE 9 may re-enter
the court

2.12) Just before the end of the first half, WHITE 7 assaults BLACK 5 and spoils a clear chance of
scoring. The automatic final signal sounds, before the referees have time to whistle. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The first half is over; no progressive punishment against WHITE 7
The first half is over; no free-throw or 7-meter throw is possible
Disqualification of WHITE 7, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Disqualification of WHITE 7 (red card shown by the referees)

2.13) Until when can the referees disallow a goal, that has been awarded?
a) Up to the whistle for the throw-off
b) Up to the final whistle
c) It must be disallowed, if it was scored after the timekeeper interrupted the game, also if
the throw-off was taken before the interruption was noticed
d) It can never be disallowed
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2.14) The referees have just awarded a throw-in for WHITE team. At the time the responsible
team official from WHITE team requests a team time-out. Which of the following statements
is/are correct?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Team time-out is not possible, as the ball is out of play
The timekeeper whistles, stops the clock and shows hand signal no. 15
The referees confirm the team time-out for WHITE team
The scorekeeper enters the team time-out in the score sheet

2.15) In which situations is time-out obligatory?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw
2-minute suspension
External influence
Disqualification

2.16) WHITE 9 shoots on goal. Goalkeeper BLACK 12 catches the ball. At the time the timekeeper
whistles to end the game. The referees point out to the timekeeper, that there is 30 seconds left
of the second half. All the players have remained on the court. How should the game be restarted?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
After whistle signal

2.17) After the normal playing time has ended with the result 20-20, the game must be continued,
until a winner has been determined. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

One minute break before overtime starts
Five minutes break before overtime starts
One minute break at the end of the first half of overtime
Five minutes break at the end of the first half of overtime

2.18) In which of the following situations is time-out obligatory?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

2-minute suspension
Free-throw
Passive play
Faulty substitution
Warning
Throw-in
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2.19) Who is not allowed to participate in the 7-meter shooting, when a game is still tied after
overtime?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

A player who insults the referees just after overtime has finished
The goalkeepers
A player whose 2-minute suspension had not expired at the end of overtime
A disqualified player
A player, who has received medical care on the court and not yet has served 3 attack from
his team

2.20) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 stops a shot 5 seconds before the end of the game. The ball hits the
ceiling above the goal area. The automatic final signal sounds immediately before the throw-in is
executed by BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Throw-in for BLACK team after whistle signal
Time-out
The game is over
Wait for the result of the throw-in, thereafter the game is over

2.21) BLACK 8 has already received a warning. During a team time-out he sits on the bench and
comments on the referees in an unsportsmanlike manner. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Disqualification of BLACK 8 (red card shown by the referees)
2-minute suspension for BLACK 8
Warning for BLACK 8
No action possible
BLACK team will be reduced by on player on the court for 2 minutes from the restart of the
match after the team time-out

2.22) Who is entitled to participate in a tie-breaker through 7-meter throws?
a)
b)
c)
d)

All players who are included in the score sheet
Players who have not received a disqualification
Players who were not serving a 2-minute suspension, when overtime expired
Players who have received permission from the referees
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2.23) A free-throw has still to be executed after the automatic final signal from the public clock.
BLACK 9 takes up a correct position and shoots on the goal of WHITE team. When the ball leaves
the hand of BLACK 9, there is a whistle signal from the timekeeper. The ball goes into the goal, as
goalkeeper WHITE 1 had no chance. The timekeeper informs the referees, that WHITE 7, who was
on the court in defense during the free-throw, had entered the court to substitute WHITE 6, just
before the free-throw was executed. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

2-minute suspension for WHITE 7
Disqualification of WHITE 7 (red card shown by the referees)
Goal for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Repetition of the free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal

2.24) The game is still tied after overtime, and the regulations require a decision through 7-meter
throws. WHITE 7 was given a 2-minute suspension after 9 minutes in the last overtime period. He
is nominated by the responsible team official to participate in the 7-meter shooting. Correct
decision?
a) WHITE 7 is allowed to participate
b) WHITE 7 is not allowed to participate

2.25) When is a time-out mandatory?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

When a team official has been given a 2-minute suspension
When a player has been given his third 2-minute suspension
After repeated unsportsmanlike conduct
When the referees are required to consult each other to reach a joint decision
After a seriously unsportsmanlike conduct
After a yellow card shown to a team official

2.26) Just before the end of the first half, WHITE 7 commits an assault against BLACK 5, who thus
misses a clear chance of scoring. The automatic signal from the public clock sounds, before the
referees have time to whistle. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The first half is over; no further action
Disqualification of WHITE 7 without written report (red card shown by the referees)
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Disqualification of WHITE 7, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes from the beginning
of the second half
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2.27) After the whistle signal for half-time, a free-throw must still be executed. Which players can
still be substituted?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

All players of both team
Only players of the defending team
Only players of the attacking team
Only one player from the attacking team
A court player from the defending team with a goalkeeper, if the team at the time of the
final whistle plays without goalkeeper

2:28) Which positions must the players take during the execution of a free-throw after the final
whistle?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

All teammates of the thrower must be outside the free-throw line of the opponents
All teammates of the thrower must be in their own half of the court
The opponents must be 3 meters away from the thrower or at their own goal-area line
All teammates of the thrower must be at least 3 meters away from the thrower
All teammates of the thrower may stay together with the thrower at the free-throw line of
the opponents

2.29) WHITE 7 passes the ball WHITE 8. At this moment, the timekeeper whistles for team timeout for WHITE team. The referees and players do not hear this signal and WHITE 8 passes the ball
to WHITE 10, who has a clear chance of scoring. WHITE 10 is illegally stopped by BLACK 5. The
referees give a 7-meter throw for WHITE team and a 2-minute suspension for BLACK 5. Now first
the referees perceive, that the timekeeper has already whistle because of the team time-out
request. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

7-meter throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for BLACK 5
Team time-out for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Whistle signal for restart
Restart with a free-throw for WHITE team at the position of WHITE 7 at the time of the
whistle from the timekeeper

2.30) The whistle signal ending the first half has come one minute too soon. At the time of the
whistle signal, neither of the teams was in possession of the ball, and there was no rules violation.
The ball was on the floor in the playing area. Both teams are still on the court. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The one minute is not played
The one minute is played before the half-time break
The one minute is played after the half-time break before the start of the second half
The one minute is added to the second half
It is decided through a coin toss, which team gets the ball, when the one minute is played
The team, that last was in possession of the ball, gets the ball, when the game starts again
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2.31) The first half of the game has been stopped one minute too soon. There has been no rules
violation, and the ball was in the air over the goal area. The goalkeeper catches the ball after the
whistle signal. Both teams are still on the court. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The one minute is not played
The one minute is played before the half-time break
The one minute is played after the half-time break before the start of the second half
The one minute is added to the second half
The team, that was last in possession of the ball, gets the ball, when the game starts again
The game is restarted with a goalkeeper-throw

2.32) The first half of the match has been stopped one minute too soon. There has been no rules
violation, and the ball was in the air over the goal area. After the whistle signal, the ball went over
the outer goal line. Both teams are still on the court. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The one minute is not played
The one minute is played before the half-time break
The one minute is played after the half-time break before the start of the second half
The one minute is added to the second half
The team, that was last in possession of the ball, gets the ball, when the game starts again
The game is restarted with a goalkeeper-throw

2.33) WHITE team has scored a goal, and BLACK team wants to take the throw-off quickly.
Therefore BLACK 5 quickly dribbles the ball in the direction of the centre line. When doing so he
runs past WHITE 3, who uses an open hand to play the ball away from BLACK 5, so that the ball
hits the foot of BLACK 5 and rolls far away over the centre line into the half of WHITE team.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Time-out
Throw-off for BLACK team
Progressive punishment against WHITE 3
Free-throw for WHITE team

2.34) In which situations is a time-out NOT obligatory?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The ball goes far away from the court
The timekeeper whistles
A player seems injured
When the referees indicate different directions, when making a decision
A court player’s substitution with a goalkeeper to execute a goalkeeper-throw
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2.35) Who can request a team time-out?
a)
b)
c)
d)

One of the team officials
A player
Only the responsible team official
The team captain

2.36) Which of the following statements regarding team time-out is/are correct?
a) The team time-out can only be requested by the responsible team official
b) If a team time-out is requested, when the opponents are in possession of the ball, the
timekeeper must give the green card back to the team official
c) The 1-minute period for the team time-out starts, when the timekeeper whistles
d) Rules violations during a team time-out have the same consequences as during the playing
time
e) Following the team time-out, the game is always restarted with a throw for the team, that
requested the team time-out

2.37) WHITE team is in possession of the ball. Official C from BLACK team requests a team timeout by placing the green card on the table in front of the timekeeper. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The green card is put up on the table
The timekeeper whistles as soon as BLACK team gains possession of the ball
The timekeeper gives the green card back to the official
Only the responsible team official can request a team time-out

2.38) BLACK 3 tries to shoot on goal. However, the ball comes to rest on the floor in the goal area
without having been touched any other player. At the time, the responsible team official of BLACK
team requests a team time-out. Correct decision?
a) The timekeeper whistles, stops the clock at the same time, and indicates the team time-out
for BLACK team to the referees
b) The timekeeper gives the green card back to the responsible team official from BLACK
team
c) The game is restarted with a free-throw for BLACK team
d) Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
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2.39) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 passes the ball to WHITE 8, who is alone with goalkeeper BLACK 12 at
the goal area of BLACK team. Just before the ball gets to WHITE 8, there is a whistle signal from
the timekeeper, at official A form WHITE team has requested a team time-out in this unfortunate
moment. How should the game be continued?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team outside the goal area of WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team at the substitution area of WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team at the free-throw line of BLACK team

2.40) WHITE 4 blocks a shot from BLACK 11. The ball touches the ceiling above the goal area.
Immediately after this, the official A from BLACK team puts the green card on the table in front of
the timekeeper. Correct decision?
a) BLACK team immediately receives at team time-out
b) BLACK team does not receive a team time-out, because the ball touched the ceiling
c) BLACK team does not receive a team time-out, because WHITE team has possession of the
ball, when the game is restarted
d) BLACK team receives a team time-out, but after the game has restarted

2.41) WHITE team is in possession of the ball and requests a team time-out. Because of the noise,
the referees do not hear the whistle signal of the timekeeper. Only after about 10 seconds, when
BLACK team is in possession of the ball, do the referees hear the whistle. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Team time-out is awarded
The game is restarted with a free-throw for BLACK team
Team time-out is not awarded
The game is restarted with a free-throw for WHITE team

2.42) At 78:00 player WHITE 7 receives a 2-minute suspension, later the match finish tied and the
regulations require a decision through 7-meter throws. WHITE 7 is nominated by the responsible
team official to participate in the 7-meter shooting, WHITE 7 executes the 7m throw and scores a
goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal is valid WHITE 7 is allowed to participate
Goal is not valid, WHITE 7 is not allowed to participate
The throw is considered as failed
Disqualification for WHITE 7
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2.43) At 55:00 the responsible team official from WHITE team requests a team time-out, which is
the second in the match. At 59:00 the same responsible team official request the 3th team timeout. Correct decision?
a) Team time-out is possible
b) Team time-out is not possible
c) The technical delegate should have taken away the 3th green card when the 2nd team
time-out was requested
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Rule 3

3.1) How many colors is the ball allowed to have?
a)
b)
c)
d)

1
2
3
Unlimited

3.2) Which one of these four balls must the referees select for a men’s game?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Circumference 57 cm, weight 450 g
Circumference 58 cm, weight 400 g
Circumference 59 cm, weight 425 g
Circumference 60 cm, weight 500 g

3.3) Which one of these four balls must the referees select for at women’s game?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Circumference 53 cm, weight 350 g
Circumference 54 cm, weight 300 g
Circumference 55 cm, weight 425 g
Circumference 56 cm, weight 375 g

3.4) The referees have decided to bring the reserve ball into play. When should the original ball be
used again?
a)
b)
c)
d)

At the time of the next interruption
It cannot be used again, expect if it becomes impossible to continue to use the reserve ball
When the referees find it necessary to use it again
If one of the teams requests it
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Rule 4

4.1) Shortly before the beginning of the game WHITE 11 is severely injured in a way that he is
unable to play. Correct decision?
a) WHITE 11 cannot be replaced
b) WHITE 11 can be replaced if the opponents accept this
c) WHITE 11 normally can be replaced in the match report and his substitute can wear
number 11. However the referees may have to observe special deviating regulations for
the respective competition
d) WHITE 11 can be replaced, but his substitute cannot wear number 11

4.2) BLACK team appears with 5 court players. The goalkeeper is not present at the beginning of
the game. BLACK team appoints court player BLACK 5 as goalkeeper. What are the consequences
for BLACK 5?
a)
b)
c)
d)

BLACK 5 can be used as a court player at any time, when he makes a correct substitution.
BLACK 5 can no longer be used as a court player
BLACK 5 can be used as a court player if the officials of WHITE team accept this
BLACK 5 can be used as a court player, as soon as the intended goalkeeper is present

4.3) Just after the match has started, the club president of WHITE team sits down on the bench in
the substitution area with two team officials, the masseur and the coach. What are the
consequences?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The substitute goalkeeper must stand behind the bench
The club president must leave the substitution area
One of the officials must leave the substitution area
Whoever is not entered in the score sheet must leave the substitution area
The “responsible team official” gets a progressive punishment

4.4) Which is the minimum number of players, that must be present on the court at the beginning
of the game and entered in the match score sheet?
a)
b)
c)
d)

5 players
4 court players and 1 goalkeeper
5 court players and 1 goalkeeper
6 court players
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4.5) Four scenarios: Who is entitled to participate?
a)
b)
c)
d)

A player who is present at the beginning of the game and entered in the score sheet
A player who is not present at the beginning of the game but is entered in the score sheet
A player who is present at the beginning of the game but not entered in the score sheet
A player who has received permission to play from the timekeeper but is not entered in the
score sheet

4.6) At the beginning of the game, there are only 6 players of WHITE team present. Immediately
after the beginning of the game, the missing players arrive. WHITE 7 runs directly out on the
playing court through the substitution area. He is not included in the score sheet. Correct
decision?
a) Disqualification of WHITE 7 (red card shown by the referees)
b) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 7, who must be included in the score sheet
c) WHITE 7 must be entered in the score sheet, if this in conformity with the regulations of
the responsible federation
d) Progressive punishment against the “responsible team official” of WHITE team

4.7) The referees have awarded a free-throw for WHITE team at the free-throw line of BLACK
team. Now there is a whistle signal from the timekeeper, who stops the clock. The referees inquire
about the reason for the intervention by the timekeeper. The timekeeper informs the referees,
that WHITE 9 made a faulty substitution. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team at the free-throw line of BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team at the team’s own free-throw line
Free-throw for BLACK team at the substitution area of WHITE team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 9

4:8) BLACK 14 makes a correct substitution, while the game is interrupted. However, a whistle
comes from the timekeeper’s table. BLACK 14 is not entered correct in the score sheet. It is found,
that this player has number 18 in the score sheet. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Progressive punishment against the “responsible team official” from BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team at the timekeeper’s table
The number is to be corrected in the score sheet
The game is continued with the throw corresponding to the situation. Written report
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4:9) When is it permitted for up to “two persons” from one team (team officials and/or players) to
enter the court?
a)
b)
c)
d)

During a match interruption
During a match interruption and with permission from a referee
When a player is injured
With permission from the timekeeper

4.10) The referee whistles to indicate a time-out because WHITE 2 is being given his third 2-minute
suspension. As the referee turns to the timekeeper and scorekeeper to report the disqualification,
responsible team official from WHITE team runs onto the court to protest about the suspension.
Team official B from WHITE team has already previously been given a warning. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification of responsible team official from WHITE team (red card shown by the
referees) and a reduction of WHITE team by an additional player for 2 minutes
b) Personal warning for responsible team official from WHITE team
c) Disqualification of responsible team official from WHITE team with a written report (red
and blue card shown by the referees)
d) 2-minute suspension for responsible team official from WHITE team
e) Reduction of WHITE team by an additional player for 2 minutes on the court

4.11) During a time-out due to a player’s injury, WHITE 2 runs as an additional player onto the
court although neither one of the referees has given him permission to enter the court. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Warning for WHITE 2
Progressive punishment against the responsible team official from WHITE team
Disqualification of WHITE 2 (red card shown by the referees)
2-minute suspension for WHITE 2 and a reduction of his team by one player on the court
for 2 minutes

4.12) WHITE 5 is injured on the court and the court referee indicates a time-out and gives
permission for 2 persons from WHITE team to enter the court to assist WHITE 5. Team official B
from BLACK team also enters the court to give advice to his goalkeeper. Correct decision?
a) No decision, the signal allows all players and officials to enter the court.
b) All four officials of BLACK team receive a warning and if the episode is repeated they must
be disqualified
c) The “responsible team official” of BLACK team receives a warning
d) Progressive punishment against team official B from BLACK team
e) After receiving medical care on the playing court, WHITE 5 has to leave the court
immediately, and he can only re-enter the court following the third attack of his team
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4.13) Goalkeeper WHITE 16 has been injured and must be replaced by WHITE 5. WHITE 5 changes
his shirt. After 20 minutes WHITE 16 is ready to play again, and the team official A from WHITE
team makes a substitution. WHITE 5 changes his shirt again, and is sent in as a court plyer again
without notification to the scorekeeper. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

No punishment, since it is allowed
Free-throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Disqualification of WHITE 5 (red card shown by the referees)

4.14) WHITE 4 leaves the playing court beyond the substitution line. When WHITE 4 has crossed
the side line but not yet arrived in his substitution area, WHITE 11 crosses the line correctly to
enter the playing court. What is the correct decision after the whistle from the timekeeper?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for BLACK team where WHITE 4 left the court
Free-throw for BLACK team at height of the substitution area of WHITE team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 4
2-minute suspension for WHITE 11
2-minute suspension for WHITE 4 and WHITE 11

4.15) BLACK 3 makes the first faulty substitution for his team during an interruption of the match.
The interruption was caused by a free-throw decision in favor of BLACK team. BLACK 3 has neither
been warned nor suspended earlier in the match. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Warning for BLACK 3
2-minute suspension for BLACK 3
Free-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team

4:16) After the referees have awarded a 7-meter throw to WHITE team, WHITE 27, who has been
designated to carry out the 7-m throw, makes a faulty substitution. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 27
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4:17) WHITE team has scored a goal. The referees have not yet whistled for the throw-off to be
taken, when BLACK 10 enters the court before BLACK 6 has left it. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Throw-off
Free-throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for BLACK 10
2-minute suspension for BLACK 6

4:18) WHITE team has only 12 players present at the beginning of the match, as the two
goalkeepers are still missing. WHITE team therefore starts with one of the twelve court players as
a goalkeeper. Which of the following alternatives is/are correct?
a) The court player, who starts the match as a goalkeeper, must be registered as number 1,
12 or 16 in the score sheet
b) The court player, who starts the match as a goalkeeper, can also be used as a court player
later in the game
c) Late-arriving goalkeepers of WHITE team must be registered as number 1, 12 or 16 in the
score sheet
d) One of the two late arriving goalkeepers can only be used as a court player
4.19) During a time-out, WHITE 5 commits the first faulty substitution of his team. WHITE team
was in possession of the ball, when the time-out was called. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

No punishment
Warning for WHITE 5
2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Free-throw for BLACK team
WHITE team remains in possession of the ball

4:20) Goalkeeper WHITE 3 wants to carry out a 7-meter throw. To protect the empty goal WHITE
15 enters the court in a goalkeeper uniform replacing a court player. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

2-minute suspension for WHITE 3
2-minute suspension for WHITE 15
No punishment
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team at height of the substitution area of WHITE team
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4.21) During a counter-attack by WHITE team, who has a clear chance of scoring, BLACK 3 commits
a faulty substitution. The timekeeper/scorekeeper do not react, but the court referee has
recognized what happened. Correct decision?
a) Immediate suspension for BLACK 3 and free-throw for WHITE team
b) Immediate suspension for BLACK 3 and 7-meter throw for WHITE team
c) Wait until the chance of scoring has passed, then suspension for BLACK 3 and free-throw
for WHITE team
d) Wait until the chance of scoring has passed, then suspension for BLACK 3 and an
appropriate throw according to the situation

4.22) A shot on goal is saved by goalkeeper WHITE 1, and the ball is rolling along the side line near
WHITE team’s substitution bench. WHITE 5, who is sitting on the substitutions bench enters the
court by one foot to stop the ball, so that WHITE 4 can pick it up before crossing the side line.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Throw-in for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Disqualification of WHITE 5 (red card shown by the referees)
WHITE team reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes

4.23) 30 seconds before his suspension time is over, WHITE 2 enters the court, however without
interfering in the game. WHITE team is in possession of the ball. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for BLACK team
b) Free-throw for WHITE team
c) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 3 and WHITE team is to be further reduced by one player
on the court for 30 seconds
d) 30 seconds for WHITE 3 and WHITE team is to be reduced by one player on the court for 2
minutes
e) Disqualification of WHITE 3 (red card shown by the referees) and WHITE team is to be
further reduced by one player on the court for 30 seconds
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4:24) WHITE 5 has been suspended. After 1 minute and 45 seconds of the 2-minute suspension,
team official A from WHITE team sends him onto the court. Correct decision?
a) Another 2-minute suspension for WHITE 5, and WHITE team is to be reduced by one player
on the court for 2 minutes and 15 seconds
b) Disqualification for WHITE 5 (red card shown by the referees), and WHITE team is to be
reduced by two players on the court for 15 seconds and by one player on the court for 1
minute and 45 seconds
c) Another 2-minute suspension for WHITE 5, and WHITE team is to be reduced by two
players on the court for 15 seconds and by one player on the court for 1 minute and 45
seconds

4.25) After his 2-minute suspension has ended, goalkeeper BLACK 1 wants to rejoin his team,
which is defending at that moment. He enters the court wearing his goalkeeper jersey to take up
the wing position as BLACK team’s 6. court player. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for goalkeeper BLACK 1

4.26) What is correct regarding a player, who is bleeding on the court?
a) The player must leave the court immediately and voluntarily
b) The player can remain on the court until the next interruption of the game
c) The player, who replaces the bleeding player, can enter the court beyond the substitution
line
d) The player must not re-enter the court, until the next interruption of the game
e) If the player refuses to follow the instructions of the referees to leave the court, he must
be punished for unsportsmanlike conduct

4.27) WHITE 5 is alone with goalkeeper BLACK 1 and has a clear chance of scoring. BLACK 11
makes a faulty substitution, as he enters the court, before BLACK 9 has left it. The timekeeper
whistles because of this infraction, precisely when WHITE 5 is ready to shoot. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

2-minute suspension for BLACK 11
Disqualification for BLACK 11, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
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4:28) Goalkeeper BLACK 1 saves a shot and throws the ball to his teammate BLACK 4. Now BLACK
1 goes to the side line near his substitution area. He clearly crosses the line and takes a towel and
drinks from a water bottle. He is not replaced on the court by another goalkeeper or court player. ,
Correct decision?
a) The game continues without interruption, as this is allowed
b) 2-minute suspension for BLACK 1 for faulty substitution
c) Free-throw for WHITE team at the substitution area of BLACK team

4:29) Team official A from BLACK team has earlier in the game received a warning. After a decision
of the referees, team official D from BLACK team runs several meters onto the court without
permission from the referees. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

No punishment
Warning for team official D from BLACK team
2-minutes suspension for team official D from BLACK team
Disqualification for team official D from BLACK team (red and blue card show by the
referees)

4:30) There is a time-out due to an injured of WHITE 6 because of an incident, that did not lead to
a progressive punishment against a player from BLACK team. The referees have given permission
for two persons to enter the court to assist WHITE 6. Official C from WHITE team is assisting
WHITE 6. Official A from WHITE team pursues BLACK 5, who in his opinion has caused the injury.
He follows BLACK 5 into the substitution area of BLACK team and hits him in the face. Correct
decision?
a) Disqualification of official A from WHITE team, written report (red and blue card shown by
the referees), WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
b) The game is restarted after a whistle signal with the throw, that corresponds to the reason
of the interruption
c) 2-minute suspension for official A from WHITE team, WHITE team is reduced by one player
on the court for 2 minutes
d) Free-throw for BLACK team
e) Disqualification without written report of official A from WHITE team (red card shown by
the referees), WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
f) After receiving medical care on the court, WHITE 6 must leave the court and he can only
re-enter the court following the third attack of his team
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4.31) Just after the execution of a throw-off for BLACK team, the referees recognize, that a person,
who is not in the score sheet, is present in the substitution area of BLACK team. It turns out, that it
is one of the board members of the club, but BLACK team has already had four other persons
registered as team officials in the score sheet. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The person must leave the substitution area
Personal punishment for the responsible team official from BLACK team
An additional team official must leave the substitution area
The game is restarted with a free-throw for WHITE team

4.32) What is applicable regarding the uniform?
a)
b)
c)
d)

All players of a team identified as goalkeepers must wear shirts of identical color
The players must have at least 20 cm high numbers in both the front and the back
The goalkeepers are allowed to wear head protection if it is made of soft material
The players including the goalkeepers may use numbers from 1 to 100

4.33) WHITE 10 is serving his first 2-minute suspension starting from 21:00. After the match has
been restarted, he complains so strongly, that the referees interrupt the match at 21:30 to give
WHITE 10 an additional 2-minute suspension. What are the consequences for WHITE team?
a)
b)
c)
d)

2-minute suspension for WHITE 10
Disqualification of WHITE 10
WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court until 25:00
WHITE team will be reduced by two players on the court until 23:00 and then by one player
on the court until 23:30

4.34) In which of the following cases is the responsible team official to be given a personal
punishment?
a) When a player of his team leaves the substitution area without informing the
timekeeper/scorekeeper
b) If there are persons present in the substitution area, when the game starts, who are not
included in the score sheet
c) When an additional player enters the court
d) When a player, who is not entitled to participate, enters the court
e) If incorrect equipment is detected after the start of the game
f) If there are violations in the substitution area, which cannot clearly be referred to
individuals
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4.35) The referees give the hand signal to indicate permission to enter the court, because a player
of WHITE team is injured. Who is allowed to enter the court?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Two officials from WHITE team, nobody else
Two officials from both WHITE and BLACK team
Two persons (officials or players) from WHITE team
Two persons (officials or players) from both WHITE and BLACK team
The doctor of WHITE team, if he is not one of the four team officials

4.36) Official C from WHITE team has already received a warning for protests. Later on, official B
from WHITE team enters the court without permission, but he does not behave in an
unsportsmanlike manner. Correct decision?
a) Warning for official B from WHITE team
b) 2-minute suspension for official B from WHITE team; he must leave the bench for 2
minutes
c) Disqualification of official B from WHITE team (red card shown by the referees, WHITE
team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
d) 2-minute suspension for official B from WHITE team, WHITE team will be reduced by one
player on the court for 2 minutes, official B can stay in the substitution area

4.37) Which of the following actions are not allowed, when there is a time-out because of an
injury, and the referees have signaled permission for persons of WHITE team to enter the court?
a) The players of BLACK team stand near the side line in order to get instructions from the
coach
b) Players of WHITE team make substitutions outside the substitutions line
c) One of the team officials of WHITE team, who is on the court, moves far away from the
injured player and gives instructions to the other players in his team

4.38) After a save by goalkeeper WHITE 1, the ball rolls along the side line in front of the bench of
WHITE team. WHITE 5, who sits on the bench, crosses the side line with his foot to stop the ball, so
that WHITE 4 can pick it up, before it crosses the side line to be out. Correct decision?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Free-throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Disqualification of WHITE 5 (red card shown by the referees)
WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Disqualification of WHITE 5, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
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4.39) At 29:00 of the first half, WHITE 5 receives a 2-minute suspension. After the half-time break,
the court referee whistles to start the second half. 3 seconds after this, the timekeeper blows his
whistle. WHITE team has 7 players on the court. Correct decision?
a) One player of WHITE team must leave the court, no additional punishment
b) 2-minute suspension for the additional player from WHITE team
c) WHITE team will be reduced by two players on the court for 57 seconds and by one player
for 1 minute and 3 seconds

4.40) Playing time: 43:27 – Interruption by the timekeeper after a goal from WHITE 15 and throwoff. The timekeeper informs the referees, that WHITE 15 is not registered in the score sheet. 14
players are already listed for WHITE team. The referees realize, that WHITE 11 is even not present.
Correct decision?
a) The goal is cancelled
b) The goal is valid
c) WHITE 11 is removed and WHITE 15 registered in the score sheet in conformity with the
regulations of the responsible federation
d) WHITE 15 is not allowed to play and must leave the court
e) Progressive punishment for the responsible team official from WHITE team
f) Written report

4.41) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 lies on the floor with a knee injury after saving a shot from BLACK
team. Correct decision?
a) WHITE 12 may continue the play after receiving medical treatment on the court
b) Two persons from WHITE team, who are entitled to participate, can enter the court to give
WHITE 12 medical treatment on the court, after hand signal 15 and 16 have been shown by
one of the referees
c) Only one person from WHITE team, who is entitled to participate, can enter the court to
give WHITE 12 medical treatment on the court, after hand signal 15 and 16 have been
shown by one of the referees
d) After receiving medical treatment on the court, WHITE 12 can only re-enter the court
following the third attack of his team
e) Regardless of the number of attacks, WHITE 12 can re-enter the court, when the game is
continued after the end of a halt-time
f) If the team officials refuse to provide the necessary treatment of WHITE 12, the
responsible team official is to be punished progressively
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4.42) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 saves a shot from BLACK team. By doing so he hits his head against the
goal post. He needs medical treatment on the court. Correct decision?
a) WHITE 1 may continue the play after receiving medical treatment on the court, because
the treatment was caused by a head injury
b) After receiving medical treatment on the court, WHITE 1 can only re-enter the court
following the third attack of his team

4.43) After receiving medical treatment on the court WHITE 7 is sitting on the bench in the
substitution area. During the first attack of WHITE team, BLACK 2 intercepts the ball and runs in a
counter attack alone with only goalkeeper WHITE 12 between him and the goal of WHITE team.
Before BLACK 2 can take a shot on goal, WHITE 7 enters the court under a substitution with WHITE
9. Correct decision?
a) The timekeeper waits until BLACK 2 has taken a shot on goal before interrupting the game
because of a faulty substitution of WHITE team
b) The timekeeper interrupts the game immediately because of a faulty substitution of WHITE
team
c) Time-out
d) 2-minute suspension of WHITE 7
e) Disqualification without written report of WHITE 7 (red card shown by the referees)
f) The game is continued with the throw according to the situation
g) 7-meter throw for BLACK team
h) Free-throw for BLACK team
i) Regardless of the number attack of his team WHITE 7 can re-enter the court after serving a
2-minute suspension

4.44) After receiving medical treatment on the court, BLACK 11 is sitting on the bench complaining
about a referee decision. For doing so he receives his first 2-minute suspension of the match.
Following the second attack of BLACK team BLACK 11 re-enters the court after serving his 2minute suspension. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Time-out
2-minute suspension of BLACK 11
Play on
Free-throw for WHITE team
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4.45) BLACK 10 receives the ball at the free-throw line. Just after catching the ball he is pulled
down by WHITE 3. He falls so unlucky, that he hurts his elbow and needs medical treatment on the
court. Correct decision?
a) Warning for WHITE 3
b) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 3
c) Two persons from BLACK team, who are entitled to participate, can enter the court to give
BLACK 10 medical treatment on the court, after hand signal 15 and 16 have been shown by
one of the referees
d) BLACK 10 may continue the play after receiving medical treatment on the court
e) After receiving medical treatment on the court, BLACK 10 can only re-enter the court
following the third attack of his team
f) Time-out

4.46) BLACK 10 receives the ball in a counter-attack from BLACK 9. Just after passing the ball
BLACK 9 is pulled down by WHITE 11. Just after receiving the ball, BLACK 10 falls and lies injured
on the floor. Correct decision?
a) Warning for WHITE 11
b) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 11
c) Two persons from BLACK team, who are entitled to participate, can enter the court to give
BLACK 10 medical treatment on the court, after hand signal 15 and 16 have been shown by
one of the referees
d) BLACK 10 may continue the play after receiving medical treatment on the court
e) After receiving medical treatment on the court, BLACK 10 can only re-enter the court
following the third attack of his team
f) Time-out

4.47) With 3 minutes left of the game the score is 21-21. BLACK 2, who is the top scorer of his
team, is so unlucky to twist his ankle. BLACK 2 lies on the floor. One of the referees asks BLACK 2, if
he needs medical treatment on the court. As BLACK 2 does not answer the question, but still is
lying on the floor, the referees interrupt the game and shows hand signal 15 and 16 to allow two
persons from BLACK team to enter the court to give medical treatment to BLACK 2. BLACK team
refuse to send persons onto the court, and before the referees take any other action, BLACK 2 is
ready to continue the play. Correct decision?
a) BLACK 2 may continue the play
b) BLACK 2 must leave the court and can only re-enter the court following the third attack of
his team
c) Progressive punishment to responsible team official of BLACK team
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4.48) With 30 seconds left of the first half WHITE 5 receives medical treatment on the court. After
receiving medical treatment on the court, he leaves the court and can only re-enter following the
third attack of his team. After one minute of the second half during the second attack of WHITE
team, WHITE 5 enters the court under a correct substitution with WHITE 4. Correct decision?
a) Play on
b) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 5 because for a faulty substitution (entering the court to
early after receiving medical treatment on the court)
c) Time-out

4.49) After a collision WHITE 4 and BLACK 5 are lying on the floor apparently injured. The referees
immediately interrupt the game and show hand signal 15 and 16 to give both teams permission to
let 2 persons enter the court to give medical treatment on the court. Before any persons can enter
the court, BLACK 5 is ready to play. WHITE 4 receives medical treatment on the court. After 20
seconds the play can continue. Correct decision?
a) After receiving medical treatment on the court, WHITE 4 has to leave the court and can
only re-enter following the third attack of his team
b) As BLACK 5 did not receive medical treatment on the court, he is allowed to continue the
game
c) BLACK 5 has to leave the court and can only re-enter following the third attack of his team

4.50) WHITE 2 is injured and needs medical care in the court. The first half finishes after the first
attack of his tea8.19m. When the referee whistles to start the second half, WHITE 2 is in the court
during the attack of his team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The timekeeper interrupts the game immediately and informs the referees
2´suspension for WHITE 2
Play on
Free-throw for BLACK team in the substitution area
Not suspension for WHITE 2 who must leave the court. WHITE Team continues in
possession of the ball because is a timekeeper/delegate´s mistake

4.51) WHITE 4 is receiving medical treatment on the court. After receiving treatment WHITE 4 has
to leave the court and can only re-enter following the third attack of his team. After the second
attack of WHITE team, team official A from WHITE team asks WHITE 4 to enter the court to solve a
task in the defense. WHITE 4 enters the court through a substitution with WHITE 6 to play in the
defense only. Correct decision?
a) Play on – WHITE 4 is allowed to play in defense
b) Warning for WHITE 4, because he entered the court to early
c) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 4 because a faulty substitution
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4.52) WHITE 11 slides on the floor and ends just outside the court on the other side of the
substitution area. He hits his head against the advertising board. The referees immediately
interrupt the game to call medical treatment to WHITE 11. After 20 seconds WHITE 11 is ready to
play. Correct decision?
a) WHITE 11 is allowed to continue the game, because he was lying outside the court, when
he received medical treatment
b) WHITE 11 has to leave the court and can only re-enter following the third attack of his
team

4.53) After one minute of the game, there is an infight between pivot BLACK 3 and WHITE 6.
BLACK 3 ends lying on the floor apparently injured. The referees choose to give WHITE a caution.
BLACK 3 asks for medical treatment on the court. After receiving medical treatment on the court,
BLACK 3 is ready to continue the game. Correct decision?
a) BLACK 3 is allowed to continue the game
b) BLACK 3 has to leave the court and can only re-enter following the third attack of his team

4.54) BLACK team is in a counter attack. BLACK 2 dribbles the ball and is pushed by WHITE 10. He
loses body control partially but manages to play the ball to BLACK 4, who scores a goal. After
scoring a goal, BLACK 4 twists his ankle while running back in defense. The referees interrupt the
game, give 2-minute suspension for WHITE 10 and give permission for 2 persons to enter the court
to give medical treatment to BLACK 4. After 30 seconds BLACK 4 is ready to play. Correct decision?
a) BLACK 4 is allowed to continue the game
b) BLACK 4 has to leave the court and can only re-enter following the third attack of his team

4.55) WHITE 11 takes a shot on goal. Defender BLACK 2 is unfortunately hit in the face by the ball
and needs medical treatment on the court. After 20 seconds of treatment, BLACK 2 is ready to
play. Correct decision?
a) BLACK 2 is allowed to continue the game, because the injury was caused by a ball in the
face
b) BLACK 2 has to leave the court and can only re-enter following the third attack of his team

4.56) Pivot BLACK 2 is lying on the floor in the goal area of WHITE team after a shot on goal asking
for medical treatment apparently because of a leg injury. WHITE team has just started a counter
attack. Correct decision?
a) The referees immediately interrupt the game and show hand signal 15 and 16 to call
medical treatment on the court for BLACK 2
b) Play on until there is a result of the counter attack from WHITE team – then interrupt the
game to call medical treatment for BLACK 2
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4.57) WHITE 2 is warming up without elbow protection. After 5 minutes of the game, WHITE team
is in possession of the ball. WHITE 2 enters the court under a correct substitution. The referees
recognize, that WHITE 2 now wears an elbow protection with uncovered hard components.
Correct decision?
a) Play on, it is allowed to wear an elbow protection with uncovered hard components.
b) The referees interrupt the game, WHITE 2 has to leave the court and can only re-enter
after removing the elbow protection or covering up the uncovered hard components
c) Progressive punishment for WHITE 2
d) Progressive punishment for responsible team official from WHITE team
e) Free-throw for WHITE team
f) Free-throw for BLACK team

4.58) While WHITE team is attacking close to the 9m line. Player WHITE 7 enters in the court after
a normal substitution wearing his yellow pullover/jersey over the normal white t-shirt. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Time out, the player needs to take out the yellow jersey before continuing in the court
Free-throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 7
Free-throw for WHITE team
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Rule 5

5.1) Goalkeeper BLACK 1 saves a shot on goal and start a counter-attack. In doing so he crosses the
goal-area line with his left foot. Correct decision?
a) Game continues without interruption
b) Free-throw for WHITE team
c) Repeat goalkeeper-throw after restart signal

5.2) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 is standing outside his goal area on the court. While receiving the ball
from a teammate, the goalkeeper steps back with one foot into the goal area, while the other foot
remains, where it is. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw for BLACK team
The game continues without interruption
Free-throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for the goalkeeper

5.3) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 saves a shot in diving towards the ball, which is moving in the direction
of the playing area. WHITE 12 reaches the ball while sliding to cross the goal-area line and passes
the ball in the playing area to a teammate. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for BLACK team
b) The game continues without interruption
c) Goal-keeper-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal

5:4) Goalkeeper BLACK 1 stops a shot on goal. The ball is rolling towards the playing area. To stop
the ball before reaching WHITE 15, who is waiting at the goal-area line, he slides it with his foot
just before it reaches WHITE 15, so that the ball crosses the outer goal line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
The game continues without interruption
Progressive punishment against BLACK 1 since he has endangered an opponent
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5:5) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 has not managed to get the ball under control. The ball moves inside
the goal area towards the side line. The goalkeeper uses his foot to play the ball crossing the outer
goal line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Throw-in for BLACK team
Progressive punishment against the goalkeeper

5:6) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 blocks a shot. The ball rolls in the direction of the playing area, where
BLACK 6 waits alone to pick up the ball. WHITE 1 manages to stop the ball with his foot, when the
ball is on the goal-area line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
Progressive punishment against WHITE 1
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team

5.7) BLACK 18 takes a shot on goal. The shot is blocked by WHITE 7, so that the ball changes
direction and goes clearly in the direction of the outer goal line inside the goal area. Goalkeeper
WHITE 1 runs after the ball and manages to help it out over the outer goal line with his foot.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Throw-in for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Warning for WHITE 1

5.8) Goalkeeper BLACK 12 jumps up in his goal area to catch a long pass from WHITE 7. BLACK 12
catches the ball while he is in the air and lands with the ball with one foot in the goal area and one
foot in the playing area. In this position he plays the ball to BLACK 3. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw to WHITE team
The game continues without interruption
Free-throw to WHITE team
Correction and goalkeeper-throw after whistle signal
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5.9) WHITE 9 passes the ball to his goalkeeper WHITE 1, who is standing in the playing area.
Because WHITE 9 is under pressure, he throws the ball too high, so that WHITE 1 must go back and
enter the goal-area with one foot, immediately after catching the ball. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Time-out
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team

5.10) The referees give a free-throw for WHITE team at the goal-area line of WHITE team.
Goalkeeper WHITE 1 is standing with one foot in the goal-area and one foot in the playing area. He
passes the ball to WHITE 8, who scores a goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goal for WHITE team
Repetition of the free-throw outside the goal area of WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team at the goal-area line of WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for WHITE team

5.11) The referee whistles because of too many steps by BLACK 21. BLACK 21 puts the ball down at
the goal-area line of WHITE team. Goalkeeper WHITE 12 wants to throw the ball quickly. He
supports himself with one hand on the floor in the playing area, and he has one foot on the floor
in the goal area. From this position he plays the ball to WHITE 3, who starts a counter-attack, that
leads to a goal for WHITE team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Repeat the free-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
Goal for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team because of illegal free-throw execution by WHITE 12
Time-out

5.12) Goalkeeper BLACK 1 has left his goal area. He jumps up in the playing area and catches a
pass from a teammate while in the air. Thereafter he lands with both feet inside his goal area.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The game continues without interruption
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Time-out
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5.13) The ball is on the floor immediately outside the goal area of WHITE team. Goalkeeper WHITE
1 is standing inside the goal area and picks up the ball to prevent an opponent from taking it.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment for WHITE 1
No intervention, because it is allowed
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Rule 6

6.1) The ball lies on the goal area line. Attacker WHITE 7 picks it up and tries to score. WHITE 7 has
a clear chance of scoring, when he is illegally attacked. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team

6.2) The ball is rolling in the goal area of WHITE team. BLACK 8 picks the ball up and scores a goal.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Goal
Throw-off

6.3) WHITE 3 is standing with both feet in the playing area and catches the ball rebounding from
his goalkeeper. When WHITE 3 is correctly obstructed by BLACK 10, he bounces the ball several
times in his own goal area. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team

6.4) WHITE 7 is standing outside the goal area of BLACK team but grabs the ball, that is clearly in
the air above the goal area and scores a goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
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6.5) WHITE 8, who is attacked correctly by several opponents, intentionally rolls the ball into his
own goal area, where the ball comes to rest. Goalkeeper WHITE 1 does not pick up the ball.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team

6.6) WHITE 5 plays the ball into his own team’s goal area. The ball hits the goal post and is rolling
towards the playing area. Goalkeeper WHITE 12 picks up the ball and passes it to WHITE 7, who
scores a goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw for BLACK team
Goal
Free-throw for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team

6.7) BLACK team has scored a goal, and WHITE 10 executes the subsequent throw-off. He does not
find any other teammate available, so he surprises his goalkeeper WHITE 12 by playing the ball
back to him, even though the goalkeeper is standing in his goal area. WHITE 12 takes the ball and
passes it to WHITE 9. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Throw-off repeated after correction

6.8) Defender BLACK 7 sees that pivot WHITE 9 would be alone with the goalkeeper, if he receives
the ball. So, having done the same thing earlier, he runs through the goal area to get around
WHITE 9, so that he cannot receive a pass. BLACK 7 is already back outside the goal-area line,
when WHITE 9 receives the ball. WHITE 9 turns around and runs straight into BLACK 7. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment against BLACK 7
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6.9) The ball rebounds from goalkeeper BLACK 1 to the attacking player WHITE 4, who is waiting
just outside the goal-area line. To prevent a clear chance of scoring, BLACK 2 enters the goal area
and prevents WHITE 4 from receiving the ball. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Progressive punishment against BLACK 2
Disqualification of BLACK 2 (red card shown by the referees)

6.10) WHITE 10 passes the ball in direction his own goal area. Goalkeeper WHITE 1 jumps from the
goal area and catches the ball in the air. WHITE 1 firmly holds on to the ball and lands outside the
goal area. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team

6.11) The ball is passed from WHITE 11 back into the goal area, where goalkeeper WHITE 1 jumps
up and catches the ball in the air. WHITE 1 holds on the ball firmly and lands with one foot inside
the goal area and one foot outside. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team

6.12) WHITE 7 from the attacking team is in possession of the ball and steps with the ball into the
goal area of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
Free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal

6.13) The ball is lying on the floor in the goal area of WHITE team. In the time the timekeeper
whistles and explains, that WHITE 5 has made a faulty substitution. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Free-throw for BLACK team at the free-throw line of WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team at the substitution area of WHITE team
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6.14) In which of the following cases should a goalkeeper-throw be given?
a) When a player of the attacking team, who has the ball, touches the goal area of the
opponents
b) When a player without the ball of the attacking team touches the goal area of the
opponents and gains an advantage by doing so
c) When a player of the attacking team deflects the ball out across the outer goal line of the
opponents
d) When a player with the ball touches the goal area of his own team

6.15) WHITE team is attacking. BLACK 4 is standing at the goal-area line. The ball is in the air, and
BLACK 4 reaches it to direct it into the goal area. The ball is touched by goalkeeper BLACK 1 and
then crosses the outer goal line outside the goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Throw-in for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment for BLACK 4

6.16) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 has saved a shot and has the ball under control in his goal area. He still
has the ball in his hands, when the timekeeper whistles for a faulty substitution by WHITE 10.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for BLACK team at the substitution area of WHITE team
Time-out
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 10
Free-throw for BLACK team at the free-throw line of WHITE team

6.17) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 jumps up in the playing area just outside his goal area, catches the ball
in the air, that has been thrown to him by WHITE 4, and throws it over the outer goal line. Then he
lands inside the goal-area. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Throw-in for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Warning for WHITE 12
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6.18) WHITE 9 shoots on the goal of BLACK team. Goalkeeper BLACK 1 saves the shot, and the ball
is rolling out towards the playing area, where a player from BLACK team is ready to pick up the
ball. As BLACK 1 was injured when saving the shot, the referees interrupt the game, while the ball
is still in the goal area. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for WHITE team
b) Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
c) Free-throw for BLACK team

6.19) The ball is rolling on the floor in the goal area of WHITE team. In this moment, the
timekeeper whistles and explains, that WHITE 5 has made a faulty substitution. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Free-throw for BLACK team at the free-throw line of WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team at the substitution area of WHITE team

6.20) WHITE 5 takes a shot on goal. The shot is blocked by goalkeeper BLACK 12 and is going in the
air over the goal-area in direction of pivot WHITE 11, who is standing at the goal-area line in a
clear chance of scoring ready to catch the ball. Defender BLACK 2 jumps in direction of the ball,
and while hanging in the air over the goal area, he plays the ball in direction of the side-line.
Because of glue on the ball, the ball comes to rest in the goal area without the goalkeeper
touching it. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Progressive punishment for BLACK 2

6.21) Goalkeeper BLACK 1 has saved a shot and wants to pass the ball to BLACK 6, who is ready for
a fast break. When BLACK 1 makes the pass, he touches the goal-area line. BLACK 6 gets the ball
and scores a goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal is valid
Free-throw for team WHITE
Correction and repeated goalkeeper throw after whistle
Goal is not valid
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6.22) WHITE 6 is in a counter attack. He jumps, takes a shot on goal and lands in the goal-area of
BLACK team. Goalkeeper BLACK 12 blocks the shot, and the ball goes to WHITE 11, who scores a
goal, while WHITE 6 is lying in the goal-area between him and goalkeeper BLACK 12. Correct
decision?
a) Goal for WHITE team
b) Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
c) Free-throw for BLACK team
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Rule 7

7.1) The ball is in the air going towards the side line. WHITE 3 manages to play the ball with his
hand to WHITE 7, before the ball crosses the line. For doing so, WHITE 3 enters the sideline with
one foot. WHITE 7 catches the ball and scores a goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Throw-in for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Goal
2-minute suspension for WHITE 3

7.2) A risky pass from BLACK 3 to BLACK 11. When the ball is in the air, BLACK 11 realizes, that he
will not be able to catch it, so he hits the ball with his fist to feed BLACK 9, who is standing in the
middle of the court. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Free-throw for WHITE team from BLACK 9’s position
Free-throw for WHITE team from BLACK 11’s position
2-minute suspension for BLACK 11

7.3) WHITE 4 catches the ball while standing. He then jumps and lands on the right foot, jumps to
his left foot to throw. How many steps has WHITE 4 taken?
a)
b)
c)
d)

1
2
3
4

7.4) A player jumps to catch the ball passed to him by a teammate. He lands on both feet
simultaneously. Then he lifts right foot to take a step to the side and drags his left foot up to the
right foot. How many steps has he taken?
a)
b)
c)
d)

1
3
0
2
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7.5) A player catches the ball in mid-air passed to him by a teammate, lands on the right foot and
moves off with that foot. Then he puts the left foot down first and then the right one to throw.
How many steps has he taken?
a)
b)
c)
d)

3
2
1
0

7.6) WHITE 5 is fumbling the ball but finally manages to get it under control. Then he takes three
steps, bounces the ball once and takes another three steps before scoring a goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Goal
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Throw-in for BLACK team

7.7) WHITE 5 wants to start an attack. He bounces the ball repeatedly while taking 5 steps. He
then takes the ball up again to pass it. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
The game continues without interruption
7-meter throw for BLACK team

7.8) BLACK 6 catches the ball and slips to fall. Lying on his back, he passes the ball to BLACK 9.
Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for WHITE team
b) The game continues without interruption
c) Free-throw for BLACK team

7.9) WHITE 3 runs between two opponents to push the ball in direction of his moving path. He
grabs the ball again, before it has touched the ground. Now there is open space towards the goal
of BLACK team. WHITE 3 bounces the ball once to score. Correct decision?
a) Goal
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
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7.10) After bouncing the ball once WHITE 7 wants to pass the ball to WHITE 5, but WHITE 5 is
covered up by an opponent. WHITE 7 becomes so confused in a way, that he drops the ball but
manage to catch it again before it has touched the floor. Correct decision?
a) The game continues without interruption
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) Free-throw for WHITE team

7.11) How is repeated passive play to be penalized?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw and warning
Free-throw and 2-minute suspension
Free-throw
Free-throw and disqualification (red card shown by the referees)

7.12) Following a shot on goal by WHITE 4, the ball rebounds from the goal post of BLACK team,
hits the referee standing inside the goal area and due to that, the ball crosses the side line and not
the outer goal line. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for WHITE team
b) Throw-in for BLACK team
c) Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team

7.13) WHITE team executes a throw-in. WHITE 5 throws the ball onto the court, where it hits the
referee to cross the goal line of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Repeat the throw-in after whistle signal
Free-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
Goal for WHITE team

7.14) BLACK 3 makes a jump shot, and WHITE 9 blocks the ball. The ball falls to the floor, and
WHITE 9 picks it up with both hands and starts dribbling in a counter-attack. He throws the ball
into the goal of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 9
Time-out
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7.15) WHITE 5 dribbles the ball along the side line. BLACK obstructs him correctly. To get past
BLACK 2, WHITE 5 steps over the side line with one foot during his dribbling. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
Throw-in for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
The game continues without interruption

7.16) After an imprecise pass from WHITE 3 to WHITE 9 the ball rolls towards the side line near the
substitution area of WHITE team. BLACK 10 is one meter away and ready to grab the ball, when
WHITE 9 dives for the ball and hits it with his fist in direction of the centre of the playing court
back to WHITE 3. Thereafter this movement causes WHITE 9 to slide over the side line and outside
the court. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Free-throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment for WHITE 9
Throw-in for BLACK team

7.17) BLACK 7 of the attacking team takes up a position outside the court without having the ball.
The referees indicate to the player, that he must return to the court, but he does not react.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Free-throw for WHITE team
Progressive punishment for BLACK 7
Throw-in for WHITE team

7.18) A player jumps in over the goal area of the opponents. He has full ball- and body control, and
he is in a good position to shoot. However, instead of shooting he turns around in the air and
passes the ball back to a teammate, who passes the ball further. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Forewarning signal for passive play
Immediate free-throw because of passive play
Immediate free-throw because of unsportsmanlike conduct
Progressive punishment
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7.19) WHITE 3 takes a shot on the goal of BLACK team and hits the goal-post. The ball is rolling
back out of the goal area. At the free-throw line, WHITE 3 and BLACK 4 dive for the ball, without
endangering each other. BLACK 4 manages to push the ball to BLACK 6, who starts a counterattack and scores a goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Warning for BLACK 4
Goal for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team or BLACK team depending on the circumstances
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team

7.20) WHITE 10 tries to pass the ball to WHITE 8, who is at the goal-area line of BLACK team.
BLACK 10 stand completely still in front of WHITE 8, when the ball hits his foot. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for WHITE team
b) The game continues without interruption
c) It depends on, who gets the ball

7.21) WHITE 15 blocks a pass from BLACK 9, thereafter the ball rolls on the floor. WHITE 15 and
BLACK 9 dives for the ball, WHITE 15 catches the ball and dives on the floor. He stands up, takes 3
steps with the ball and plays the ball to a teammate, who scores a goal. Correct decision?
a) Goal for WHITE team
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
7.22) WHITE team is leading by 24-23 in the 57. Minute, but has one player less than the BLACK
team on the court. The court referee has given a free-throw in favor of WHITE 3. WHITE 6 tries to
execute the free-throw several meters away from the correct spot, even though the referee has
shown the correct spot very clearly. Correct decision?
a) Correction of the position, restart signal, no other action
b) Correction of the position, restart signal, the referees show the forewarning signal for
passive play
c) Correction of the position, progressive punishment against WHITE 6, restart signal, the
referees show the forewarning signal for passive play
7.23) BLACK team is playing with one player less. The players of BLACK team have already taken up
their positions in attack and have started the build-up phase. Now BLACK 6 and BLACK 8 decide to
leave the court for a substitution. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Forewarning signal
Forewarning signal, if there is no increase in tempo within 5 seconds
Immediate free-throw for WHITE team because of passive play
Warning for BLACK 6 or BLACK 8 in case of a repetition
2-minute suspension for BLACK 6 or BLACK 8 in case of a repetition
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7.24) Which actions nullify the forewarning signal?
a) Renewed ball possession for the attacking team, after goalkeeper has saved a 7-meter
throw
b) Renewed ball possession for the attacking team, after the ball has rebounded from the
crossbar or the goal post
c) Team time-out
d) Forceful action before the team’s next passive actions
e) Any of the actions under a-d
7.25) Which of the following instructions are correct regarding the forewarning signal for passive
play (IHF hand signal no. 17)?
a) If a tendency to passive play is noticed, this is first shown by the goal-line referee using
hand signal no. 17. The court referee then raises his arm in the same way
b) If the team in possession of the ball requests a team time-out after the forewarning signal
has been shown, then the forewarning signal must be shown again, when the game is
restarted
c) If the team in possession of the ball makes no clear effort to get in a position to shoot on
goal, after the forewarning signal has been shown, then either the court referee or the
goal-line referee gives a free-throw because of passive play
d) After the forewarning signal is shown, the referees decide on passive play at latest, when
no shot on goal is executed after 6 passes
7.26) WHITE team delays the execution of a throw-off. The team has already been cautioned for
this tactic earlier. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The game continues without interruption
Time-out; throw-off after whistle signal
Time-out; throw-off after whistle signal, immediate hand signal for passive play
Whistle signal for the throw-off, immediate hand signal for passive play
Progressive punishment for the responsible team official from WHITE team

7.27) Which of the following statements regarding the utilization of the forewarning signal for
passive play is/are correct?
a) The forewarning signal is always to be stopped, when a team official from the defending
team is given a progressive punishment
b) When the forewarning signal is shown for the first time during an attack, the arms must be
taken down after about 10 seconds
c) The forewarning signal must be repeated as a reminder after the first interruption, if it has
been shown before the interruption
d) The forewarning signal is always to be stopped, when a player from the defending team is
given a progressive punishment
e) The referees must show the forewarning signal, when a player has the ball clearly under
control
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7.28) Which of the following statements regarding passive play are correct?
a) A team must not be allowed more than 5 seconds to move from build-up phase to finishing
phase
b) The referees must be aware of slow and late substitutions after the throw-off has already
been executed
c) The referees must observe, if the team is trying to increase the tempo or gain a spacious
advantage during the build-up phase
d) The referees must catch out for passive play, as soon as a team has gained ball possession
in its own half of the court
e) A team, that has tried to make a counter-attack, must be allowed a normal substitution,
when switching from counter-attack to a normal build-up phase

7.29) WHITE team is in possession of the ball. The referees show the forewarning signal for passive
play. After 3 passes WHITE 5 takes a shot on goal. The shot is blocked by BLACK 2, and the ball
bounces back to WHITE 5, who passes the ball to WHITE 9. How many passes are completed?
a) 3
b) 4
c) 5

7.30) WHITE team is in possession of the ball. The referees show the forewarning signal for passive
play. WHITE 9 tries to pass the ball to WHITE 2, but the pass is blocked by BLACK 8, and the ball
bounces back to WHITE 9- WHITE 9 tries to make a breakthrough the defense but is rewarded a
free-throw. WHITE 8 executes the free-throw by passing the ball to WHITE 2. How many passes
are completed?
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3

7.31) WHITE team is in possession of the ball. The referees recognize a passive tendency in the
play of WHITE team. The referees show the forewarning signal for passive play. BLACK team sees,
that the forewarning signal is shown, and they become more aggressive in the defense – trying to
commit a free-throw. After 5 passes from WHITE team, BLACK team commits a free-throw. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

WHITE team has 6 passes left to take a shot on goal
WHITE team has 2 passes left to take a shot on goal
WHITE team has 1 pass left to take a shot on goal
WHITE team has to execute the free-throw as a direct shot on goal
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7.32) WHITE team is in attack. The referees recognize a passive tendency in the play of WHITE
team and show the forewarning signal. WHITE team passes the ball 4 times, before WHITE 9 takes
a shot on goal. The shot is blocked by BLACK 3, and the ball goes over the side line to Throw-in for
WHITE team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The forewarning signal is no longer valid
WHITE team has 6 passes left to take a shot on goal
WHITE team has 2 passes left to take a shot on goal
WHITE team has 1 pass left to take a shot on goal

7.33) WHITE team is in possession of the ball, and because of a passive tendency in the play of
WHITE team, the referees show the forewarning signal. After 6 passes WHITE 5 takes a shot on
goal. BLACK 3 blocks the shot, and the ball returns to WHITE 5. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for BLACK team
WHITE team has 1 pass left to take a shot on goal
Forewarning signal continues
Forewarning signal is no longer valid
WHITE team has no more passes before taking a shot on goal
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Rule 8

8.1) During a counter attack from WHITE team, BLACK 7 enters the court as an additional player
and holds WHITE 5 in such a way, that the clear chance of scoring is spoiled. Correct decision?
a) 2-minute suspension for player BLACK 7
b) Disqualification of player BLACK 7 without a written report (red card shown by the
referees)
c) Disqualification of player BLACK 7 with a written report (red and blue card shown by the
referees)
d) Free-throw
e) 7-meter throw

8.2) BLACK 8, who is not included in the score sheet, arrives late and runs straight from the locker
room onto the court. He spoils a clear chance of scoring when pushing in the back the jumpshooting player WHITE 6, so that WHITE 6 loses body control. Correct Decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
Disqualification of BLACK 8 without a written report (red card shown by the referees)
Disqualification of BLACK 8 with a written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
Progressive punishment against the “responsible team official” of BLACK team

8.3) On the way to the changing rooms (during the half-time break) team official B from WHITE
team complains in an unsportsmanlike way to the referees. Team official A from WHITE team has
already received a warning during the first half of the game. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

2-minute suspension for team official B from WHITE team
Disqualification of team official B from WHITE team (red card shown by the referees)
WHITE team begins the second half reduced by one player for 2 minutes
No punishment possible but written report

8.4) WHITE 6 has already been penalized twice with a 2-minute suspension. Now WHITE 6
commits a faulty substitution. What is the decision, if he is also guilty of extremely
unsportsmanlike conduct, after the referees informing him about the faulty substitution?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

2-minute suspension for WHITE 6
Disqualification of WHITE 6 without written report (red card shown by the referees)
Disqualification of WHITE 6 with written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
WHITE team reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
WHITE team reduced by two players on the court for 2 minutes
WHITE team reduced by one player on the court for 4 minutes
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8.5) WHITE 2 is suspended for 2 minutes, but official A sends him back onto the court after one
minute. Before the timekeeper’s whistle WHITE 2 has already destroyed a clear chance of scoring
for BLACK team. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for BLACK team and an additional suspension for WHITE 2
b) 7-meter throw for BLACK team, an additional suspension for WHITE 2 and a further
reduction of WHITE team for the remainder of WHITE 2’s suspension time
c) 7-meter throw, Disqualification without written report of WHITE 2 and a further reduction
of WHITE team for the remainder of WHITE 2’s suspension time (red card shown by the
referees)
d) 7-meter throw, Disqualification of WHITE 2 and a further reduction of WHITE team for the
remainder of WHITE 2’s suspension time; written report (red and blue card shown by the
referees)

8.6) During the attack of WHITE team, pivot WHITE 7, who is not in possession of the ball, blocks
BLACK 4 with his trunk. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for BLACK team
b) Progressive punishment against WHITE 7
c) The game continues without interruption

8.7) Wing player WHITE 4 has a clear chance of scoring. BLACK 7 tries to play the ball out of his
hand, but he only hits his forearm. The ball misses the goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for BLACK 7
Warning for BLACK 7
No progressive punishment for BLACK 7

8.8) WHITE 6 is in a counter-attack, goalkeeper BLACK 12 leaves his goal area to gain possession of
the ball but collides with WHITE 6. However, a defender might have stopped WHITE 6 by using
legal means. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

2-minute suspension for BLACK 12
Disqualification for BLACK 12 (red card shown by the referees)
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
Disqualification for BLACK 12, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
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8.9) WHITE 2 wants to pass the ball to a teammate into the other half of the court, but his
teammate is held by BLACK 5. BLACK 5 has already received a warning for running into an
opponent, who did not have the ball. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for BLACK 5
Disqualification for BLACK 5 (red card shown by the referees)
Written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)

8.10) The ball is played to pivot WHITE 9, who is standing alone at the goal area line of BLACK
team. His throwing arm is then pulled back by BLACK 2. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for BLACK 2
Disqualification for BLACK 2 (red card shown by the referees)
Written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)

8.11) Shortly after BLACK 9 has received a warning for pushing in the first minute of the game,
BLACK 7 holds the pivot of WHITE team. (There is no clear chance of scoring). Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Warning for BLACK 7
2-minute suspension for BLACK 7

8.12) WHITE 4 receives the ball standing at the opponent’s goal area line with only the goalkeeper
in front of him. Before WHITE 4 tries to score, BLACK 3 pulls him down in a way, that WHITE 4
losses the ball. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Warning for BLACK 3
2-minute suspension for BLACK 3
Disqualification for BLACK 3 (red card shown by the referees)
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team

8.13) When must a player be disqualified (red or red and blue card shown by the referees)?
a)
b)
c)
d)

For a foul that endangers the health of an opponent
For extremely unsportsmanlike conduct on or off the court
For repeated unsportsmanlike conduct on the court
For faulty substitution during a suspension (no clear chance of scoring)
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8.14) During a counter attack by WHITE 5, team official C from BLACK team runs from the bench
onto the court in direction of his own goal area. WHITE 5 becomes so confused, that he stops
running. In the referee’s opinion, WHITE 5 had a clear chance of scoring. The guilty official did not
touch the opponent, who had the ball; his shortest distance to WHITE 5 was approximately 10
meters. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Time-out
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Disqualification without written report of team official C from BLACK team (red card shown
by the referees)
e) Disqualification of team official C from BLACK team, written report (red and blue card
shown by the referees)
f) BLACK team reduced with one player on the court for 2 minutes

8.15) WHITE team is in a counter attack. WHITE 5 wants to play the ball to WHITE 7, who is all
alone at the goal area line of BLACK team. When WHITE 5 passes the ball, team official D from
BLACK team runs onto the court and catches the ball. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for team official D from BLACK team
Disqualification without written report of team official D from BLACK team (red card shown
by the referees)
e) Disqualification of team official D from BLACK team, written report (red and blue card
shown by the referees)
f) BLACK team reduced with one player on the court for 2 minutes

8.16) Which of the following actions should be defined as extremely unsportsmanlike conduct and
therefore be punished with a disqualification with a written report (red and blue card shown by
the referees)?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Repeated defending with the foot or lower leg by a court player
A team official is destroying a clear chance of scoring
Spitting on another person
Repeated delays of the game, with the purpose of wasting time
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8.17) When entering the playing hall, the referees meet BLACK 4, who wears the player’s uniform
but is not included in the score sheet for the match. BLACK 4 shouts “Not these idiots again!”.
When 12 minutes of the match have been played, BLACK 4 is added to the score sheet as his
team’s 14. player. That is discovered by the referees. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Disqualification without written report of BLACK 4 (red card shown by the referees)
BLACK team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
BLACK team continues without a reduction of players on the court
Disqualification of BLACK 4, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
BLACK team can add another player to complete the team’s allowed number of 14 players

8.18) After a free-throw for WHITE team, team official C from BLACK team enters the court and
shouts: “But that should be a free-throw for us!”. No team officials from BLACK team have been
punished earlier in the match. Correct decision?
a) The responsible team official from BLACK team must take team official C out of the hall
b) 2-minute suspension for team official C from BLACK team, BLACK team is reduced by one
player on the court for 2 minutes
c) Warning for team official C from BLACK team
d) Free-throw for WHITE team

8.19) WHITE 3 receives a warning due to a foul on the court, that requires progressive
punishment. After restart of the game and after being substituted, WHITE 3 insults the referees
from the substitutions bench. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification without written report of WHITE 3 (red card shown by the referees, and
WHITE team reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
b) Disqualification of WHITE 3, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees).
WHITE team reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
c) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 3, and WHITE team reduced by one player on the court for
2 minutes
d) Time-out
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8.20) During a counter-attack BLACK 9 has his shirt pulled by WHITE 4, who has already received a
warning. Despite of this, BLACK 9 manages to play the ball to BLACK 8, who scores a goal. The
referees want to penalize WHITE 4 afterwards, but by then he is already sitting on the substitution
bench. Correct decision?
a) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 4; WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 2
minutes
b) WHITE 4 is not allowed to play for the next 2 minutes, but the team remains complete on
the court
c) Punishment no longer possible
d) Disqualification for WHITE 4 (red card shown by the referees), and WHITE team is reduced
by one player on the court for 2 minutes

8.21) When is a player to be disqualified (red or red and blue card shown by the referees)
a) For seriously unsportsmanlike conduct
b) For destroying a clear chance of scoring through actively blocking a shot or pass by using
his foot
c) For faulty substitution during suspension time (no clear chance of scoring)
d) For not putting down the ball at free-throw against his own team (not in the last 30
seconds)
8.22) BLACK team is attacking. WHITE 11 takes the ball away from BLACK 6 by committing a foul,
that endangers the health of BLACK 6. WHITE 7 and WHITE 8 was positioned between BLACK 6 and
the goal of WHITE team at the time of the foul. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

2-minute suspension for WHITE 11
Disqualification for WHITE 11 (red card shown by the referees)
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team

8.23) Which of the following infraction must be punished with a disqualification with a written
report according to the rules (red and blue card shown by the referees)?
a) An official enters the court for the second time without permission
b) An official, who tries to force his team go abandon the game
c) When a 7-meter thrower hits the goalkeeper’s head, and the goalkeeper is not moving his
head in the direction of the ball
d) After a decision from the referees, a player demonstratively throws the ball into the stands
e) A player outside the playing court spits on a spectator
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8.24) WHITE 3 has received a 2-minutes suspension for a foul and is sitting on the substitution
bench. During a throw-in near the bench, WHITE 3 shouts at the referees to insult them. Correct
decision?
a) 2-minutes suspension for WHITE 3
b) Disqualification without written report for WHITE 3 (red card shown by the referees),
which causes an immediate 2-minute reduction of WHITE team on the court
c) WHITE team reduced by one player on the court for 4 minutes
d) Disqualification for WHITE 3, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees),
which causes an immediate 2-minute reduction of WHITE team on the court
8.25) Due to disappointment over a mistake, WHITE 3 hits one of his teammates in the face.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

No action, because it involves a teammate
2-minute suspension for WHITE 3
Disqualification without written report for WHITE 3 (red card shown by the referees)
Disqualification for WHITE 3, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)

8.26) In entering the hall the referees meet BLACK 4, who already wears a player’s uniform and
immediately shouts out: “Surely not these idiots again!”. The referees verify that BLACK 4 is
included in the score sheet for the match. Correct decision?
a) 2-minute suspension for BLACK 4 at the beginning of the match
b) Disqualification without written report of BLACK 4 (red card shown by the referees), BLACK
team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes at the beginning of the match
c) Disqualification of BLACK 4, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees),
BLACK team may use 14 players in the match
d) Disqualification of BLACK 4, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees),
BLACK team may use 14 players in the match but is reduced by one player on the court for
2 minutes at the beginning of the match
8.27) In warming up before the match, WHITE 3 and goalkeeper BLACK 1 collide by accident. The
two players get upset at each other, and BLACK 1 hits WHITE 3. WHITE 3 hits him straight back.
Both players are included in the score sheet for the match. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification of BLACK 1, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees) and a
2-minute suspension for WHITE 3. The teams may use 14 players each in the match.
b) Disqualification of BLACK 1 and WHITE 3, written reports (red and blue cards shown by the
referees). The teams may use 14 players each in the match, but both teams are reduced by
one player on the court for 2 minutes at the beginning of the match
c) Both players receive a 2-minute suspension, which must be served at the beginning of the
match. Written report.
d) Disqualification of BLACK 1 and WHITE 3, written reports (red and blue cards shown by the
referees). The teams may use 14 players each in the match.
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8.28) WHITE 9 is making a jump shot. BLACK 5 grabs WHITE 9’s shooting arm from behind and
pulls him down. BLACK 10 and BLACK 11 are in position between WHITE 9 and the goal of BLACK
team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Disqualification without written report of BLACK 5 (red card shown by the referees)
2-minute suspension for BLACK 5
Disqualification of BLACK 5, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)

8.29) Which of the following infractions must be punished with a disqualification (red card shown
by the referees)
a) An official enters the court for the second time without permission
b) A player in possession of the ball is pulled down when running during a counter-attack. The
situation is not particularly dangerous
c) 7-meter throw into the face of the goalkeeper, who is not moving in direction of the ball
d) After a referee-decision a player throws the ball into the stands as a protest
e) The goalkeeper leaves the goal area and gains possession of the ball but causes a collision
with an opponent, who is running in a counter-attack

8.30) WHITE 9 receives a disqualification after his third 2-minute suspension. Wearing his tracksuit
he takes a seat in the first spectator row behind the side line opposite the substitutions areas.
Directly in front of him, BLACK 3 commits a particularly dangerous foul against WHITE 10. The
player remains injured on the floor. Before the referees can punish BLACK 3, WHITE 9 runs onto
the court and knocks BLACK 3 down. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Time-out
Disqualification of BLACK 3, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
WHITE 9 is not involved in the match any more, no remarks possible
Written report about the behavior of WHITE 9
Disqualification without written report of BLACK 3 (red card shown by the referees)
WHITE 10 must leave the court after receiving medical care and can only re-enter following
the third attack of his team

8.31) A warning shall be given for:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Infractions where the action is mainly or exclusively aimed at the body of the opponent
Infractions when the opponents are executing formal throw
Failure to put the ball down on the floor, when a decision is made against one’s own team
A goalkeeper’s attempt to make a substitution, when an opponent is ready to execute a 7meter throw
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8.32) What is to be considered as unsportsmanlike conduct?
a) Throwing the ball in the face of a defender, who is not moving in direction of the ball
b) Passive behavior of the goalkeeper during execution of a 7-meter throw, if it is apparent,
that he is not willing to save the shot
c) Trying to mislead the referees through fake actions
d) Actively blocking a shot by using a foot or lover leg
e) Repeated entering the goal area for tactical reasons
f) An act of revenge after having been fouled

8.33) In which situations must a disqualification lead to a written report (red and blue card shown
by the referees)?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Assault on the playing court during the half-time break
A particularly reckless or dangerous action
An act of revenge after having been fouled
A malicious action, which is not in any way related to the game situation

8.34) Throw-off for WHITE team in the last 30 seconds of the match. The referee has given the
whistle signal, but the ball has not yet left the hand of the thrower WHITE 9. WHITE 3 runs after
the whistle signal across the centre line and is pulled down from behind by BLACK 5, who wants to
prevent WHITE 3 from receiving the ball. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

2-minute suspension for BLACK 5
Disqualification without written report of BLACK 5 (red card shown by the referees)
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Throw-off for WHITE team
Disqualification of BLACK 5, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)

8.35) BLACK 8 has received a 2-minute suspension because of a faulty substitution. Two seconds
after the game has been restarted, he comments on the referees in an unsportsmanlike manner
from his position on the bench. Correct decision?
a) An additional 2-minute suspension for BLACK 8
b) Disqualification without written report of BLACK 8 (red card shown by the referees)
c) BLACK team will be reduced by two players on the court for the next 1 minute and 58
seconds and then by one player on the court for 2 seconds
d) BLACK team will be reduced by two players on the court for the next 2 minutes
e) Free-throw for WHITE team
f) Time-out
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8.36) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 throws a long pass to WHITE 15, who is running alone towards the
opponents’ goal. Goalkeeper BLACK 12 leaves his goal area, jumps up, catches the ball and collides
with WHITE 15 while in the air. Both players fall to the ground and lie there injured. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Time-out, 2-minute suspension for WHITE 15
Time-out, 2-minute suspension for BLACK 12
Time-out, disqualification for BLACK 12
Free-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for WHITE team

8.37) BLACK team is in possession of the ball. The delegate interrupts the game because official A
from BLACK team has thrown a chair onto the court in protest at a referee decision. There were
previously no punishments given to the team officials from BLACK team. BLACK 7 had a clear
chance of scoring, when the game was interrupted. Correct decision?
a) Warning for official A from BLACK team
b) 2-minute suspension for official A from BLACK team
c) Disqualification without written report of official A from BLACK team (red card shown by
the referees)
d) Free-throw for WHITE team
e) 7-meter throw for BLACK team
f) Disqualification of official A from BLACK team, written report (red and blue card shown by
the referees)

8.38) Official A from WHITE team protests loudly against a referee decision against his team and
states: “You are idiots!”. Official C from WHITE team has already received a warning 10 minutes
earlier. Correct decision?
a) Warning for official A from WHITE team due to unsportsmanlike conduct
b) 2-minute suspension for official A from WHITE team. WHITE team is reduced by one player
on the court for 2 minutes
c) Disqualification of official A from WHITE team, written report (red and blue card shown by
the referees). WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
d) Time-out
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8.39) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 wants to carry out a goalkeeper-throw. For the second time BLACK 3
now enters the goal area and tries to prevent WHITE 1 from executing the throw without body
contact with him. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
Warning for BLACK 3
2-minute suspension for BLACK 3
Time-out

8.40) WHITE 4 touches the ball, that is rolling on the floor in the goal area of BLACK team. In the
next moment, he is pushed to the floor by BLACK 6. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Progressive punishment for BLACK 6
Free-throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team

8.41) WHITE 7 has just received a 2-minute suspension for unsportsmanlike conduct. This is his
first suspension. 10 seconds after the game has been restarted, he makes strong gestures on the
bench to show, that he does not agree with the referees. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification without written report of WHITE 7 (red card shown by the referees)
b) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 7, WHITE 7 must remain 4 minutes on the bench
c) An additional 2-minute suspension for WHITE 7, WHITE team will be reduced by two
players on the court for 1 minute and 50 seconds and then by one player on the court for
10 seconds
d) Warning because the progressive punishment on the bench is separate from the
punishments on the court

8.42) WHITE 6 is pushed by BLACK 3 and spits demonstratively on the floor in front of BLACK 3.
How shall WHITE 6 be punished?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Progressive punishment
Always with a 2-minute suspension
Disqualification without written report (red card shown by the referees)
Disqualification, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
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8.43) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 runs from the goal area towards BLACK 10, who is carrying out a
counter-attack. WHITE 12 approaches BLACK 10 from the side and holds on to him, but BLACK 10
is able to catch the ball to throw it into the empty goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Throw-off
Time-out
Disqualification of WHITE 12
2-minute suspension for WHITE 12
7-meter throw for BLACK team

8.44) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 executes a goalkeeper-throw making a long pass in direction of his
teammate WHITE 4, who is running a counter-attack. WHITE 4 jumps to receive the ball and
immediately after this, he collides with goalkeeper BLACK 1, who has decided to leave his goal
area attempting to stop the counter-attack. At the time of the collision, BLACK 1 stands completely
still in front of the 9-meter line. After the collision, WHITE 4 loses his body control and falls to the
floor. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Offensive foul – free-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Progressive punishment for BLACK 1
Disqualification without written report of BLACK 1 (red card shown by the referees)

8.45) Which of the following infractions must be punished with a disqualification with a written
report according to the rules (red and blue card shown by the referees)?
a) A player spits on an opponent and hits him
b) An official, who tries to force his team to abandon the game
c) When a 7-meter shooter hits the goalkeeper’s head, with the goalkeeper not moving his
head in the direction of the ball
d) After a referee decision, a player throws the ball demonstratively into the stands
e) A player outside the playing court spits on a spectator and hits him
f) A player intentionally hits an opponent in the stomach

8.46) Playing Time 59:26. Player BLACK 10 is running alone in a counter-attack. When he receives
the ball from a teammate, BLACK 10 collides with Goalkeeper WHITE 1 who has left the goal area
but before falling down he’s able to pass the ball to BLACK 7 who shots on empty goal but the ball
goes out the goal. When the referees order a time out playing time is 59:31. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-Throw
7 metre
Red card for WHITE 1
Blue card for WHITE 1
Goalkeeper-Throw
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8.47) WHITE team is in attack and plays with 7 court players. BLACK 5 intercepts a pass and gets
possession of the ball. He immediately tries to take a shot on goal. WHITE 2 tries to prevent BLACK
5 from taking a shot on goal by trying to play the ball out of his hand. By doing so he hits BLACK 5`s
forearm with the result, that the ball misses the goal. WHITE team has earlier in the match
received 3 warnings. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 2
Time-out

8.48) WHITE team is in attack and plays with 7 court players. BLACK 5 intercepts a pass and gets
possession of the ball. He immediately tries to take a shot on goal. WHITE 2 tries to prevent BLACK
5 from taking a shot on goal by pulling him down. The ball misses the goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 2
Time-out

8.49) WHITE team is in attack and plays with 7 court players. WHITE 4 takes a shot on goal, but the
ball is saved by goalkeeper BLACK 1. BLACK 1 passes the ball to BLACK 9. Just as goalkeeper WHITE
12 enters his goal area BLACK 9 tries to take a shot on goal, but he is prevented by a fault from
WHITE 2. The ball passes the outer goal line. Correct decision?
a) Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) 7-meter throw for BLACK team

8.50) WHITE team is in attack and plays with 7 court players. WHITE 4 takes a shot on goal, but the
ball is saved by goalkeeper BLACK 1, who is standing with the ball in his goal area ready to execute
the goalkeeper-throw. At that moment the delegate interrupts the game because of a faulty
substitution, because goalkeeper WHITE 1 entered the court, before WHITE 7 has left it. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
Time-out
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 1
2-minute suspension for WHITE 7
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8.51) WHITE team is in attack and plays with 7 court players. WHITE 4 takes a shot on goal, but the
ball is saved by goalkeeper BLACK 12. BLACK 12 passes the ball to BLACK 9. BLACK 9 takes a shot
on goal. Court player WHITE 10 enters his own goal area and manages to save the ball. The ball
passes the outer goal line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Throw-in for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter Throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment for WHITE 10

8.52) WHITE team is in attack and plays with 7 court players. WHITE 6 takes a shot on goal, but the
ball is saved by goalkeeper BLACK 1. BLACK 1 immediately tries to score in the empty goal, but he
misses the goal, and the ball passes the outer goal line. Correct decision?
a) Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
b) The goalkeeper-throw may be executed by any player on the court from WHITE team to
keep the flow in the game
c) WHITE team has to make at substitution to get a goalkeeper on the court to execute the
goalkeeper-throw
d) Time-out is obligatory

8.53) BLACK team is playing with 7 court players. BLACK 5 takes a shot on goal, but the shot is
saved by goalkeeper WHITE 1. WHITE 1 tries to score in the empty goal. At the same time
goalkeeper BLACK 12 makes a faulty substitution, as he runs onto the court before BLACK 7 has
left it. The delegate immediately interrupts the game with a whistle signal. Just after the whistle
signal from the delegate, the ball crosses the outer goal line of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

2-minute suspension for BLACK 12
2-minute suspension for BLACK 7
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper throw for BLACK team
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8.54) BLACK team is playing with 7 court players. BLACK 6 takes a shot on goal, but the shot is
saved by goalkeeper WHITE 1. WHITE 1 tries to score in the empty goal. At the same time
goalkeeper BLACK 12 makes a faulty substitution, as he runs onto the court before BLACK 7 has
left it. The delegate immediately interrupts the game with a whistle signal. Just after the whistle
signal from the delegate, the ball crosses the goal line into the goal of BLACK team. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

2-minute suspension for BLACK 12
2-minute suspension for BLACK 7
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Goal for WHITE team

8.55) BLACK team is playing with 7 court players. WHITE 9 intercepts the ball and manage to score
in the empty goal. The ball gets to rest in the goal area. Correct decision?
a) Goal and throw-off for BLACK team
b) Time-out
c) A goalkeeper must enter the court under a correct substitution to get the ball in the goal
area
d) The ball is free to be picked up by any court player from BLACK team

8.56) The score is 27-27 with 6 seconds left of the match. WHITE team is in attack, at WHITE 7 tries
to pass the ball to pivot WHITE 3. BLACK 7 intercepts the ball. At that moment he is pulled down
by WHITE 3. One second later the final signal from the public clock sounds to end the game.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The game is over
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 3
Disqualification for WHITE 3 (red card shown by the referees)
Disqualification with written report for WHITE 3 (red and blue card shown by the referees)
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8:57) The score is 27-27 with 10 seconds left of the match. WHITE team is in attack. BLACK 5
intercepts a pass and starts a counter attack. A moment later he is attacked from behind by WHITE
11, who in a dangerous way pushes him, so that he loses body control. Before the referee whistles
for the infraction, the final signal from the public clock sounds. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The game is over
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 11
Disqualification for WHITE 11 (red card shown by the referees)
Disqualification with written report for WHITE 11 (red and blue card shown by the
referees)

8.58) BLACK 10 is in possession of the ball. At the time 59.27 he executes a jump shot. WHITE 2
pushes him so hard in the chest, that he totally loses body control. He falls with the ball to the
floor. The referee whistles at stops the clock at 59.31. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 2
Disqualification for WHITE 2 (red card shown by the referees)
Time-out

8.59) With 15 second left of the game, BLACK team is in possession of the ball. The referees give
free-throw for BLACK team at the center-line. Before BLACK 7 is able to execute the free-throw, he
is blocked by WHITE 2. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Time-out
Correction and a new free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
7-meter throw for BLACK team
2-minutes suspension for WHITE 2
Disqualification for WHITE 2 (red card shown by the referees)
Disqualification with written report for WHITE 2 (red and blue card shown by the referees)
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8.60) BLACK team is in attack. The referees give free throw for BLACK team at the free-throw line
with 3 seconds left of the match. BLACK 10 is in correct position and ready to execute the freethrow directly on the goal but player WHITE 5, who is standing 1 meter from BLACK 10 blocks the
shot on goal and the final signal sounds afterwards. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Disqualification for WHITE 5 (red card shown by the referees)
Free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
7-meter throw for BLACK team

8.61) BLACK team is in attack. The referees give free-throw for BLACK team at the free-throw line
with 3 seconds left of the match. The player BLACK 10 in correct position to execute the freethrow directly on the goal, but before he can execute, he is prevented by WHITE 5, who moves
into a distance of 1 meter moving his arms and jumping in front of BLACK 10 and the final signal
sounds. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Disqualification for WHITE 5 (red card shown by the referees)
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team

8.62) With 19 seconds left of the match WHITE 2 is trying to make a breakthrough, but the
referees whistles steps against WHITE 2. After the whistle from the referees, WHITE 2 takes a shot
on goal. The ball is grabbed by goalkeeper BLACK 12, and he is ready to start a counter attack.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Play on
Time-out
2-minute suspension for WHITE 2
Disqualification for WHITE 2 (red card shown by the referees)
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
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Rule 9

9.1) WHITE 7 is standing in the center of defense, when BLACK 3 tries to play a bounce pass.
WHITE 7 tries to stop the ball with his foot, and it is not the first time, he does this. The ball hits his
foot and bounces into the goal of WHITE team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Goal for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment against WHITE 7

9.2) A shot by WHITE 5 bounds back from the goal post of BLACK team. It deflects off the foot of
BLACK 3, who is standing in the playing area, into the goal of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
Goal for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team

9.3) The ball has been stopped by goalkeeper WHITE 1 and bounces back from defender WHITE 3’s
back, who is standing 2 meters inside the goal area, into the goal of WHITE team. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment against WHITE 3
Goal for BLACK team

9.4) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 holds the ball for 4 seconds in a position, where three-quarters of the
ball have already passed the goal line. Correct decision?
a) Goal for BLACK team
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team

9.5) WHITE 3 enters his team’s goal area and tries to stop a shot with his foot but the ball deflects
off his foot into the goal of WHITE team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Goal for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
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9.6) WHITE 11 plays a lob shot over goalkeeper BLACK 1, who is standing far in front of the goal.
Just before the ball crosses the goal line, the manager of BLACK team, who has been sitting in the
first spectator row behind the goal and not listed in the score sheet, pushes the ball away. Correct
decision?
a) 7-meter throw for WHITE team
b) Goal for WHITE team
c) Disqualification of BLACK team’s manager with written report (red and blue card shown by
the referees)
d) Written report

9.7) With the score 25-25 and with 2 seconds to play in the match, an official of WHITE team
(home team), who is not listed in the score sheet, intercepts the ball, which is flying high in the
direction of the empty goal. By the action a goal for BLACK team is spoilt. The action is
immediately followed by the final signal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Final score 25-25
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Final score 25-26
Disqualification of the official with written report (red and blue card shown by the
referees)
e) Written report

9.8) Goal for BLACK team through a 7-meter throw by BLACK 9. WHITE team immediately takes a
quick throw-off after the referee’s whistle. After two passes this leads to a goal by WHITE 4. At the
time the timekeeper whistles and informs, that BLACK 9, who has returned to the bench in the
meantime, had 20 seconds left of a 2-minute suspension at the time of the 7-meter throw. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The 7-meter throw for BLACK team must be repeated
BLACK 9 receives an additional suspension
Both goals are valid
Both goals are invalid
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9.9) Just before the end of the match, when the result is 22-21 for his team, WHITE 5 has executed
a throw-off correctly. The ball goes back in the direction of the goal of WHITE team. Goalkeeper
WHITE 1 does not touch the ball, as he is in his goal area. The ball goes into the goal. The
teammates of WHITE 5 had crossed the centre-line after the referee’s whistle, but before the ball
was played, running in the direction of the goal of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goal for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Repetition of the throw-off after whistle signal
Personal punishment for WHITE 5
Time-out

9.10) WHITE 9 tries to stop a low shot with his lower leg, but in doing so, he deflects the ball which
goes into his own goal. This is the second time, that he tries to stop a shot with his leg. Correct
decision?
a) Goal for BLACK team
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) Progressive punishment for WHITE 9
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Rule 10

10.1) WHITE team wins the coin toss and decides to start with the ball. The representative of
BLACK team wants to change ends. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Change ends
Change ends if WHITE team agrees
Coin Toss again
Do not change ends

10.2) WHITE team wins the coin toss and wants to change ends. BLACK team wants WHITE team to
take the throw-off. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Throw-off by WHITE team
Change ends and throw-off by BLACK team
Repeat coin toss
The team representatives must come to an agreement

10.3) From where can the throw-off be executed?
a) Up to 3 meters behind the centre line in the team’s own half
b) Up to 3 meters across the centre line on the opponent’s half of the court
c) At the centre of the court with one foot on the centre line and the other foot on or behind
the line, with a tolerance sideways of about 1.5 meters

10.4) With the score 15-15 and just before the end of the game BLACK team scores to 15-16.
WHITE team wants to take the throw-off quickly. The player with the ball stands at the centre of
the court with one foot in front of the centre line and one foot behind the line. Correct decision?
a) Correction; then whistle signal for executing the throw-off
b) The position is correct; whistle signal for executing the throw-off
c) Time-out; correction; whistle signal for executing the throw-off

10.5) WHITE team is about to execute a throw-off. Goalkeeper BLACK 1 is not yet in his goal area.
The court referee still whistles for the match to begin, and WHITE 9 immediately scores a goal.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team from the centre line
Repeat the throw-off
Goal for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
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10.6) Which statements on the throw-off are correct?
a) The throw-off must be taken within 3 seconds after the whistle signal from the centre of
the court and must be thrown into the opponents’ half of the court
b) A goal against the opponents can be scored directly through a throw-off
c) Illegal positions of the defending team must be corrected
d) If the thrower dribbles the ball after the whistle signal to execute the throw-off, then a
free-throw must be awarded to the opponents
e) The teammates of the thrower are allowed to cross the centre line, until the throw has
been taken

10.7) BLACK 6 stands for a throw-off in the center of the court with one foot on the centre line and
one foot in his own half of the court. The referee whistles. Before the ball has left his hand, the
thrower runs over the centre line. At the time of the whistle, there still were players from WHITE
team on BLACK team’s half of the court. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Free-throw for WHITE team
Correction of the positions of WHITE team and repeated throw-off after whistle signal
Correction of the position of BLACK 6 and repeated throw-off after whistle signal
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Rule 11

11.1) WHITE 3 is executing a throw-in from a position 2 meters outside the side line. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Nothing, as this is allowed
Free-throw for BLACK team
Repeat the throw-in without whistle signal
Repeat the throw-in after whistle signal

11.2) BLACK 4 stands with one foot on the side line and the other foot in the playing area. He is
executing a throw-in and scores a goal directly. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal for BLACK team
Repeat the throw-in for BLACK team after whistle signal
Free-throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team

11.3) WHITE 6 executes a throw-in standing with one foot inside the court and the other foot one
meter outside the side line. He throws the ball into the goal of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Repeated throw-in for WHITE team after whistle signal
Free-throw for BLACK team
Goal for WHITE team
Goalkeeper throw for BLACK team

11.4) WHITE 11 takes a shot on goal. The ball rebounds from the crossbar and hits equipment,
which hangs from the ceiling over the goal area of BLACK team. From there the ball falls down into
the arms of goalkeeper BLACK 1. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Throw-in for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
Throw-in for BLACK team after whistle signal
Mandatory time-out
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11.5) When is the defending team allowed to be closer than 3 meters from the ball during the
execution of throws following an interruption of the game?
a) As soon as the referee has given the signal for the execution of the throw
b) When the ball has left the hand of the player executing the throw
c) In case of a free-throw or throw-in, when the players are positioned at their own goal-area
line

11.6) WHITE 5 fails to catch a pass. He runs after the ball and stops it, before it crosses the side
line, but he himself cannot avoid crossing the side line afterwards. Correct decision?
a) The game continues without interruption
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) Throw-in for BLACK team
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Rule 12

12.1) While executing a goalkeeper-throw, goalkeeper WHITE 1 touches his goal-area line with one
foot. Correct decision?
a) The goalkeeper-throw is to be retaken after whistle signal
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) Let the game continue without interruption

12.2) After the whistle for the execution of a 7-meter throw, goalkeeper WHITE 12 steps on the
goalkeeper restraining line with one foot. The 7-meter throw goes over the crossbar. Correct
decision?
a) The 7-meter throw is to be retaken after whistle signal
b) Since there is no goal, the game continues with a goalkeeper-throw
c) The position of the goalkeeper is correct

12.3) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 stops a shot and dives for the ball which rolls in the goal area towards
the playing area. BLACK 7 is uncovered and ready to pick up the ball. In the very last moment,
WHITE 1 uses his hands to hit the ball, that crosses the outer goal line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Throw-in for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team

12.4) When goalkeeper WHITE 12 is executing a goalkeeper-throw, he drops the ball. The ball hits
his foot. From there the ball crosses the goal area line into the playing area. WHITE 12 runs after
the ball, picks it up and returns to his goal area to repeat the goalkeeper-throw. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Time-out
Correction, goalkeeper-throw after whistle signal
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12.5) When is a goalkeeper-throw considered executed, so that the ball can be played by a court
player?
a) When the ball is still in the air above the goal area
b) When the ball has left the hand of the goalkeeper, passed the goal area line and entered
the playing area
c) When the ball has left the hand of the goalkeeper
d) When a teammate of the goalkeeper has touched the ball

12.6) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 is executing a goalkeeper-throw. BLACK 10, who is standing outside
the goal area line, tries legally to gain possession of the ball. He succeeds in doing so and scores a
goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
Goal for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Progressive punishment against BLACK 10

12.7) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 stops a shot, deflecting the ball across the outer goal line beside the
goal; which hand signal(s) should the referee on the goal line show if necessary?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Number 8: goalkeeper-throw
Number 9: free-throw direction
First number 9: free-throw direction, then number 8: goalkeeper-throw
First number 8: goalkeeper-throw, then number 9: free-throw direction

12.8) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 loses the ball while executing a goalkeeper-throw. The ball bounces in
the direction of the playing area, where BLACK 6 is waiting for the ball. WHITE 2 dives over the
goal area and pushes the ball, which is in the air, over the side line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
Throw-in for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team

12.9) Which statements regarding the goalkeeper-throw are correct?
a) The goalkeeper-throw is considered taken, when the ball has left the goalkeeper’s hand
b) The opponents must keep the distance of 3 meters
c) The goalkeeper-throw is considered taken, when the ball has left the hand of the
goalkeeper and has passed the goal-area line
d) The opponents are allowed to stand immediately outside the goal-area line
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12.10) Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team. Goalkeeper BLACK 1 is in a hurry, because his team is
behind in the game. While executing the goalkeeper-throw, the ball slides out of his hand and
goes to BLACK 6, who still is in the goal area. BLACK 6 rolls the ball back to BLACK 1 with his foot.
Correct decision?
a) Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
b) Free-throw for WHITE team
c) 7-meter throw for WHITE team

12.11) Which of these statements regarding the goalkeeper-throw are correct?
a) The players from the opponents’ team must remain outside the free-throw line until the
ball is in play
b) The players from the opponents’ team must remain outside the goal-area line – 3 meters
away from the position, where the goalkeeper executes the goalkeeper-throw
c) The players from the opponents’ team are allowed to touch the ball, before it has crossed
the goal-area line
d) The goalkeeper cannot score an own goal, when he is executing a goalkeeper-throw
e) The goalkeeper cannot score a goal against the opponents directly with a goalkeeperthrow
f) The goalkeeper is not allowed to touch the goal-area line, while he is executing a
goalkeeper-throw
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Rule 13

13.1) Free-throw for WHITE team. Before WHITE 5 can pick up the ball, BLACK 6 picks it up, puts it
under his arm and runs towards his goal. After a few step he rolls the ball to WHITE 5. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

2-minute suspension for BLACK 6
Free-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
Warning for BLACK 6
The game continues without interruption
Time-out

13.2) BLACK 7 is in possession of the ball and tries to start a counter-attack but is held by WHITE
17. The referee is just about to whistle, when he sees, that this might give BLACK team an
advantage, as BLACK 8 has just received the ball and takes a shot on the goal of WHITE team.
Goalkeeper WHITE 12 saves the shot and wants to start a counter-attack. Both teams have already
received 3 warnings each earlier in the game. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The game continues without interruption
2-minute suspension for WHITE 17
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Time-out
Free-throw for BLACK team

13.3) WHITE team receives a free-throw. BLACK 6 is in possession of the ball. He brings the ball
with him 4 meters from the place, where the free-throw is to be executed. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Warning for BLACK 6
2-minute suspension for BLACK 6
Disqualification of BLACK 6 (red card shown by the referees)
Free-throw for WHITE team at the place of the infraction, that has led to the free-throw
Free-throw for WHITE team from the place, where the ball is

13.4) Free-throw is awarded against WHITE 4, who then takes the ball, crosses the goal area and
puts the ball down. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

2-minute suspension for WHITE 4
Warning for WHITE 4
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
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13.5) WHITE 5 is in possession of the ball, when official B from WHITE team complains about the
referees. The referees whistle, give time-out and warn official B form WHITE team. How should
the game be continued?
a) Free-throw after whistle signal for BLACK team at the substitution area of WHITE team
b) Free-throw after whistle signal for WHITE team at the substitution area of WHITE team
c) Free-throw after whistle signal for WHITE team, executed from the place where the ball
was, when the game was interrupted
d) Throw-in for BLACK team at the substitution area of WHITE team

13.6) The game is interrupted by a whistle from the court referee, even though there has been no
violation of the rules by any of the teams. No time-out has been called. BLACK 13 has thrown the
ball in the direction of the goal of WHITE team immediately prior to the whistle signal from the
court referee. After the whistle signal the ball goes into the goal without a chance for goalkeeper
WHITE 1 to save it. How should the game be continued?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Goal for BLACK team

13.7) WHITE 7 is in a counter-attack. He shoots on goal and hits goalkeeper BLACK 12 in the head
with the ball, so that BLACK 12 collapses. The ball rebounds to WHITE 9, who is standing alone at
the goal-area lin. WHITE 9 throws the ball in direction of the empty goal. Just before the ball
crosses the goal line, the referee whistles and interrupts the game. Goalkeeper BLACK 12 needs
medical care on the court. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goal for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
Time-out
BLACK 12 must leave the court and can only re-enter following the third attack of his team
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13.8) BLACK 9 receives a free-throw, but WHITE 5 is still in possession of the ball. WHITE 5 moves
towards one of the referees and politely gives him the ball. Correct decision?
a) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 5 and free-throw for BLACK team executed from the spot,
where the ball is now
b) Warning for WHITE 5 and free-throw for BLACK team executed from the spot, where the
ball is now
c) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 5 and free-throw for BLACK team executed from the spot,
where the foul was committed
d) Warning for WHITE 5 and free-throw for BLACK team executed from the spot, where the
foul was committed

13.9) Faulty substitution by WHITE 5 after the referees have just awarded a 7-meter throw for
WHITE team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Warning for the responsible team official from WHITE team

13.10) Which of the following statements about the place of execution of a free-throw are
correct?
a) If the ball is not put down immediately after the free-throw decision, the opponents are
allowed to execute the free-throw at the place, where the ball is
b) After a faulty substitution the free-throw can be taken, where the ball is, instead of the
place at substitution area, if this is advantageous for the team executing the throw
c) After passive play the free-throw is always taken from the place, where the ball was, when
the free-throw was given
d) For a free-throw from the centre-line, the tolerance to the side is about the same as in case
of a throw-off

13.11) BLACK 11 has the ball in attack and tries to get around WHITE 2. Because of a whistle signal
from the spectators’ area, WHITE 2 stops defending. BLACK 11 then is alone to shoot. Correct
decision?

a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw for BLACK team
Time-out; consultation with the timekeeper
Free-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
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13.12) WHITE team has the ball at the free-throw line of BLACK team. Official A from BLACK team
protests so strongly against a referee decision, that the referees interrupt the game. Correct
decision?
a) Progressive punishment for official A from BLACK team
b) Free-throw for WHITE team at the substitution area of BLACK team
c) Free-throw for WHITE team at the free-throw line of BLACK team

13.13) Warning for BLACK 6. When whistling for the execution of the subsequent free-throw for
WHITE team, the court referee does not see WHITE 11, who is between the goal-area line and the
free-throw line. WHITE 11 receives the ball and has a clear chance of scoring. The goal-line referee
has observed the problem. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The game continues without interruption
Repeat the free-throw after correction and whistle signal
The goal-line referee decides a free-throw for BLACK team
The goal-line referee gives WHITE 11 a warning
Time-out
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Rule 14

14.1) The score is 20-20. BLACK 7 intercepts a cross pass from WHITE team to start a counterattack
with nobody of WHITE team being capable to follow him. A spectator runs onto the court and pulls
down BLACK 7 to the ground, leading to tumultuous scenes with even more spectators on the
court. Team official A from BLACK team knocks the spectator down, who has stopped BLACK 7.
Correct decision?
a) Suspend the match permanently
b) Time-out; 7-meter throw for BLACK team; disqualification of team official A from BLACK
team; reduce BLACK team on the court with one player for 2 minutes; written report (red
and blue card shown by the referees)
c) Time-out; 7-meter throw for BLACK team; disqualification of team official A from BLACK
team; reduce BLACK team on the court with one player for 2 minutes; (red card shown by
the referees)
d) Time-out; 7-meter throw for BLACK team: 2-minute suspension of team official A from
BLACK team; reduce BLACK team on the court with one player for 2 minute

14.2) Throw-in for BLACK team. BLACK 7 executes the throw-in correctly and recognizes, that
goalkeeper WHITE 12 is standing far in front of his goal. BLACK 7 throws the ball directly in the
direction of the empty goal. Court player WHITE 3 enters the goal area to stop the ball. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment against WHITE 3

14.3) When executing a 7-meter throw, WHITE 4 hits the goal post. The ball bounds back to WHITE
4 without touching any teammate or opponent. He throws the ball into the goal. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for BLACK team
b) Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
c) Goal for WHITE team
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14.4) WHITE 3 moves around BLACK 4 at the free-throw line of BLACK team. After taking three
steps, he wants to take a shot on goal but is pushed by BLACK 4. Immediately after taking a fourth
step he scores a nice goal. No other player from BLACK team would have been able to intervene.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Advantage and therefore goal for WHITE team
Progressive punishment against BLACK 4
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team

14.5) WHITE 9 executes a 7-meter throw, and the ball enters the goal; but before the ball left the
thrower’s hand WHITE 4 crossed the free-throw line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal for WHITE team
Repeat the 7-meter throw
Free-throw for BLACK team
Repeat the throw and warning for WHITE 4

14.6) BLACK 2 gets ready to execute a 7-meter throw after the referee’s whistle signal. At that
moment WHITE 5 crosses the free-throw line. Despite of WHITE 5’s action, BLACK 2 scores a goal.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal and disqualification of WHITE 5 (red card shown by the referees)
Goal and 2-minute suspension for WHITE 5
Goal for BLACK team
Repeated 7-meter throw and disqualification of WHITE 5

14.7) WHITE 6 is in possession of the ball and ready to execute a 7-meter throw, when official A
from BLACK team calls goalkeeper BLACK 12 to come out and be replaced. BLACK 12 is ready to
do, as he is told. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

No action
Warning for official A from BLACK team
Warning for official A from BLACK team and BLACK 12
Warning for BLACK 12
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14.8) WHITE 4 has taken a shot at BLACK team goal. The ball hits the goalpost and returns in
direction of the playing area. WHITE 6 stands alone at the goal-area line and is ready to catch the
ball. BLACK 4 clearly enters the goal area in order to push the ball outside of his team’s outer goalline. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw for WHITE team
Throw-in for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team

14.9) As WHITE 3 is executing a 7-meter throw, WHITE 5 crosses the free-throw line after the
referee’s whistle, but before the ball has left WHITE 3’s hand. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Repeat the 7-meter throw
Free-throw for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Progressive punishment against WHITE 5

14.10) WHITE 9 is standing completely alone at the goal-area line of the opponents, ready to
receive the ball. This is noticed by WHITE 10, who plays a bounce pass through the goal area to
feed WHITE 9. This is noticed by BLACK 3, who clearly enters his own goal area to stop the ball,
standing with both feet in the goal area. It is the second time in the game, that he takes this
action. Correct decision?
a) Free-throw for WHITE team
b) 7-meter throw for WHITE team
c) Progressive punishment for BLACK 3

14.11) Pivot BLACK 10 is obstructing WHITE 2 correctly. When BLACK 10 gets ready to make his
move, BLACK 4 throws a bounce pass into the open space, where BLACK 10 could be able to break
through. Before BLACK 10 can receive the ball, he is held back by WHITE 2, who grabs his shirt.
a) Free-throw for BLACK team
b) 7-meter throw for BLACK team, regardless of the positions of the opponents
c) 7-meter throw for BLACK team, if no other player from WHITE team could legally stop
BLACK 10 from shooting
d) Progressive punishment for WHITE 2
e) Mandatory disqualification of WHITE 2 (red card shown by the referees)
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14.12) WHITE 3 is running a counter-attack in possession of the ball towards the goal of BLACK
team. While he is executing a jump shot, there is a whistle signal from a spectator, that distracts
WHITE 3 in a way, that he does not take a shot on goal. Instead he stops with the ball in the goal
area. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
Statement in the score sheet

14.13) WHITE team is running a counter-attack, when the score is 26-26. WHITE 5 gets ready to
take a shot on goal alone at the goal-area line of BLACK team. At the time there is a whistle signal
from the timekeeper, who indicates, that the game is over. The referees determine, that 20
seconds remain to be played. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team at the timekeepers table
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Statement in the score sheet
Free-throw for WHITE team at the place, where the ball was, when the whistle signal came

14.14) Which of the following statements regarding the execution of a 7-meter throw is/are
correct?
a) The player executing the throw is allowed to stand up to 1 meter behind the 7-meter line
b) The referees must give time-out, if the defending team is changing goalkeepers
c) The goalkeeper shall be given a personal punishment, if he repeatedly crosses the
goalkeeper’s restraining line
d) The players of the defending team must always be 3 meters away from the thrower

14.15) WHITE 5 is in possession of the ball and jumps from the right corner into the goal area of
BLACK team and collides with BLACK 11, who is standing with his arms up about 50 cm inside the
goal area. BLACK 11 has done this for the third time in the game. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

7-meter throw for WHITE team
Offensive foul against WHITE 5
2-minute suspension for BLACK 11
Warning for BLACK 11
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14.16) WHITE 6 is running a counter-attack and has a clear chance of scoring, when the lights go
out in the hall. Which of the following statements is/are correct?
a) The referees wait for the result of the clear scoring chance
b) The referees interrupt the match immediately and give a time-out
c) After the lights are functioning again, the game is restarted with a free-throw for WHITE
team
d) After the lights are functioning again, the game is restarted with a 7-meter throw for
WHITE team
e) Statement in the score sheet

14.17) While WHITE 3 is executing a 7-meter throw, WHITE 5 crosses the free-throw line after the
referee’s whistle signal, but before the ball has left the thrower’s hand. Goalkeeper BLACK 1 saves
the shot. Correct decision?
a) Repeat the 7-meter throw for WHITE team
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team

14.18) WHITE 2 is ready to execute a 7-meter throw. The court referee whistles, and WHITE 2 lets
the ball drop to the floor. BLACK 3 immediately picks up the ball and plays it to BLACK 2, who
scores a goal in a counter-attack. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal for BLACK team
Repetition of the 7-meter throw
Free-throw for BLACK team
Time-out

14.19) WHITE 6 has the ball at the free-throw line of BLACK team and is brought down through a
reckless foul by BLACK 5. At the same time, BLACK 8 stands at the goal-area line of BLACK team
between his own goal and WHITE 6. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
Disqualification without written report of BLACK 6 (red card shown by the referees)
2-minute suspension for BLACK 6
7-meter throw for WHITE team
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Rule 15

15.1) By carrying out a goalkeeper-throw, goalkeeper WHITE 13 swings back with the ball in a way,
that the ball goes beyond the goal-line between the goal posts. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE with whistle signal
Goal for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team

15.2) 20 seconds before the end of the match, WHITE team is in the lead with 20-19. Goalkeeper
WHITE 12 takes his time executing a goalkeeper-throw, bouncing the ball back and forth in the
goal-area. What is correct?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Time-Out
Free-throw against WHITE team
Whistle signal for goalkeeper-throw
2-minute suspension for WHITE 12
Show the forewarning signal for passive play

15:3) The referees have given a free-throw for BLACK team at the free-throw line of WHITE team.
When all the players have taken up their correct positions, the referee whistles. Before the ball
has left the hand of the thrower, two of his teammates cross the free-throw line of WHITE team.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Repetition of the free-throw for BLACK team
Free-throw for WHITE team
With restart signal
Without restart signal

15.4) Goalkeeper WHITE 12 is standing in the goal area with the ball in his hand, ready to execute
a goalkeeper-throw. BLACK 6 plays the ball away from WHITE 12 with an open hand. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
Goalkeeper-throw after whistle signal
Progressive punishment against BLACK 6
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15.5) A throw-in is awarded to WHITE team. WHITE 8 executes the throw-in as a direct shot on
goal. The ball hits the goal post, bounces back to WHITE 8, who catches the ball and scores a goal.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Goal for WHITE team
Throw-in is retaken after whistle signal
Free-throw for BLACK team

15.6) Goalkeeper BLACK 12 has saved a shot on goal. He wants to start a counter-attack
immediately but drops the ball in a way, that it crosses the goal line into the goal of BLACK team.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal for WHITE team
Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle signal
Throw-in for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team

15.7) WHITE 6 executes a throw-in in the direction of his goalkeeper. Goalkeeper WHITE 1 notices
the ball too late, and the ball crosses the goal line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Goal for BLACK team
Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Repeat the throw-in for WHITE team after whistle signal

15.8) Throw-in for WHITE team. WHITE 7 executes the throw-in, and the ball hits the referee.
WHITE 7 picks up the ball again and throws it into the goal of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goalkeeper-throw for BLACK team
Goal for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Repeat the throw-in after whistle signal
Free-throw for WHITE team

15.9) Free-throw for WHITE team. When everyone is standing correctly, WHITE 10 puts the ball
down to give some instructions. BLACK 7 quickly grasps the situation, takes the ball and starts a
counter attack. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Repeat free-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
Free-throw for WHITE team, warning for BLACK 7
Free-throw for WHITE team, 2-minute suspension for BLACK 7
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15.10) BLACK 9 wants to execute a free-throw, but WHITE 11 is only 2 meters away from the ball,
and he tries to delay the throw. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Personal punishment against WHITE 11, free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
Free-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
2-minute suspension for WHITE 11
Correct the position of WHITE 11 and free-throw after whistle signal

15.11) Free-throw for BLACK team at the free-throw line of WHITE team. The referee overlooks,
that BLACK 8 is in a position between the free-throw line and the goal-area line. BLACK 8 receives
the ball and scores. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Repeat the free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal
Free-throw for WHITE team
Goal for BLACK team
Warning for BLACK 8

15.12) Goalkeeper BLACK 12 executes a goalkeeper-throw towards the goal of WHITE team. No
player from either team touches the ball, and it enters the goal of WHITE team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team
Throw-in for WHITE team
Goal for BLACK team
Warning for BLACK 12 for unsportsmanlike conduct

15.13) WHITE 5 has already received a warning and two 2-minute suspensions. When BLACK team
is carrying out a free-throw, he interferes with the execution of the throw by not keeping his
distance, which is the first time, he does that. Correct decision?
a) Warning for WHITE 5
b) No punishment
c) Third 2-minute suspension for WHITE 5 and disqualification (red card shown by the
referees)

15.14) Shortly before the end of the game, the score is 24-23 in favor of WHITE team. Free-throw
is awarded for WHITE team about 1 meter outside the free-throw line of BLACK team. All players
take a correct position, and the referee whistles for the execution of the free-throw. WHITE 10,
who is executing the free-throw with one step, before the ball has left his hand. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team
Time-out
2-minute suspension for WHITE 10
Free-throw for BLACK team
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15.15) WHITE 14 wants to execute a free-throw without whistle signal at the free-throw line of
BLACK team. He and his teammates are standing in correct positions. Before the ball has left the
hand of WHITE 14, WHITE 13 and WHITE 15 run across the free-throw line towards the goal-area
line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Correction
Free-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
The game continues without interruption
Free-throw for BLACK team

15.16) Goalkeeper BLACK 1 is executing a goalkeeper-throw. The ball touches the referee and goes
back to BLACK 1, who in the meantime has gone out of the goal area. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle signal
Free-throw for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal

15.17) When executing a free-throw BLACK 11 swings back his arm while moving the ball
completely outside the side line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The game continues without interruption
Free-throw for WHITE team
Throw-in for WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team, BLACK 11 cautioned verbally

15.18) Goalkeeper WHITE 1 stops the ball just in front of the goal-line. When he tries to pass the
ball to WHITE 4, the ball falls out of his hand and into his own goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goal for BLACK team
Free-throw for BLACK team
7-meter throw for BLACK team
Repeated goalkeeper-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
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15.19) WHITE team has a throw-off. The court referee gives the whistle signal for the execution.
Now WHITE 13 takes the ball out of the hand of WHITE 9, who was standing ready to execute the
throw, because WHITE 13 sees, that WHITE 7 and WHITE 3 are running into the half of the
opponents and are in favorable positions. WHITE 13 throws the ball to WHITE 7, who scores a
goal. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goal for WHITE team
Correction, repetition for the throw-off for WHITE team
Free-throw for BLACK team
Verbal caution for WHITE 13
Verbal caution for WHITE 7 and WHITE 13

15.20) The result in the game is 30-30 just 4 seconds before the end. WHITE team scores to lead
31-30. BLACK team wants to take a quick throw-of. BLACK 10 stands with one foot behind the
centre line and the other one in front of it. Without a whistle signal, he throws the ball, and it goes
into the goal of WHITE team. The automatic signal from the public clock for the end of the game
sounds. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Goal for BLACK team
Repetition of the throw-off for BLACK team
Wait for the result of the throw
Time-out
The game is over; no goal

15.21) Free-throw for WHITE team at the free-throw line of BLACK team. WHITE 7 executes the
free-throw and, like his teammates, he is standing correctly outside the free-throw line. The freethrow is executed quickly without a whistle signal, but before the ball has left the hand of WHITE
7, both WHITE 9 and WHITE 18 cross the free-throw line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Correction
Free-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal
Free-throw for BLACK team; warning for WHITE 9 and WHITE 18

15.22) By which of the following throws is it not possible to score an own goal?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Goalkeeper-throw
Free-throw
Throw-in
Throw-off
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15.23) BLACK 4 takes up a correct position to execute a throw-in, that has been awarded to his
team. As he cannot find a teammate, to whom he could pass the ball, he bounces the ball one
time inside the side line. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Free-throw for WHITE team without whistle signal
Throw-in for WHITE team after restart signal
Repetition of the throw-in for BLACK team after whistle signal
Free-throw for BLACK team after whistle signal

15.24) WHITE team receives a free-throw. WHITE 9 executes very quickly without whistle signal
form the referees while jumping. The ball goes to WHITE 4, who finds himself completely alone in
front of the goal of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a) The game continues without interruption
b) Free-throw for BLACK team
c) Repetition of the free-throw for WHITE team after whistle signal

15.25) WHITE team receives a free-throw. WHITE 5 executes very quickly the free-throw without
whistle signal from the referees while running fast. WHITE 5 intends to play the ball to WHITE 4,
but BLACK 3 intercepts the ball and finds himself alone in front of the goal of WHITE team. Correct
decision?
a) The game continues without interruption
b) Repetition of the free-throw after whistle signal
c) Repetition of the free-throw and progressive punishment for BLACK 3
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Rule 16

16.1) Team official B from WHITE team is complaining and receives a 2-minute suspension. Before
the game is restarted, he complains again and is therefore disqualified. Correct decision?
a) WHITE team is reduced by 2 players on the court for 2 minutes
b) WHITE team is reduced by 1 player on the court for 4 minutes
c) WHITE team is reduced by 1 player on the court for 2 minutes
16.2) WHITE 8 receives a 2-minute suspension, as he has pushed an opponent. He approaches the
referee to insult him with the following words: “You are stupid, you are an idiot, you will never
learn!” Before leaving the court he spits in the referees face. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification of WHITE 8, WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 2
minutes (red card shown by the referees)
b) Disqualification of WHITE 8, WHITE team is reduced by two players on the court for 2
minutes (red card shown by the referees)
c) Disqualification of WHITE 8, WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 4
minutes, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
d) Disqualification of WHITE 8, WHITE team is reduced by two players on the court for 2
minutes, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
16.3) How many warnings should be given to the officials of a team as a maximum during a
match?
a)
b)
c)
d)

None
1
2
3

16.4) When does the suspension time of a player start?
a)
b)
c)
d)

When the referee gives the hand signal for the suspension
When the suspended player crosses the side line
When the referee whistles for the game to be restarted
When the timekeeper starts the stopwatch

16.5) To whom are suspensions to be indicated?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The suspended player and the scorekeeper/timekeeper
The responsible team official and the timekeeper
Timekeeper/scorekeeper
The suspended player, the responsible team official and the scorekeeper
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16.6) BLACK 5 has earlier in the game received two 2-minute suspensions. One suspension for at
foul, that was punished progressively, and one for throwing the ball away, when the referees gave
a free-throw for the opponents. Now he commits his team’s second faulty substitution, and before
the game is restarted, he commits an extremely unsportsmanlike conduct. Correct decision?
a) 2-minute suspension for BLACK 5
b) Disqualification for BLACK 5, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees;
BLACK team is reduced with one player on the court for 4 minutes
c) Disqualification for BLACK 5, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees);
BLACK team is reduced with two players on the court for 2 minutes

16.7) WHITE 5 receives a 2-minute suspension for a foul. While leaving the court he insults the
referees and is disqualified. WHITE 5 then gets so upset, that he hits one of the referees. Correct
decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
WHITE team is reduced by two players on the court for 2 minutes
WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 4 minutes

16.8) WHITE 7 has just been suspended for 2 minutes for unfair play. Before the game is restarted,
he says to the referee: “You must be blind – you idiot!”. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Another 2-minutes suspension for WHITE 7
Disqualification without written report of WHITE 7 (red card shown by the referees)
WHITE team is reduced with two players on the court for 2 minutes
WHITE team is reduced with one player on the court for 4 minutes
Disqualification of WHITE 7, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)

16.9) WHITE 3 has been suspended for 2 minutes. After leaving the court, but before the restart of
the match, WHITE 3 is guilty of seriously unsportsmanlike conduct in the substitution area against
official B from BLACK team. Official B from BLACK team had just before run out onto the playing
court, even if no permission has been given, but no sanctions had yet been called against the
officials of BLACK team. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Disqualification without written report of WHITE 3 (red card shown by the referees)
Warning for official B from BLACK team
WHITE team is reduced by two players on the court for 2 minutes
WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 4 minutes
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16.10) When a player is disqualified, the team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes,
except if the disqualification is given for:
a)
b)
c)
d)

seriously unsportsmanlike conduct during the half-time break
an infringement outside the court
before the match begins
insulting the referees

16.11) During the half-time break WHITE 7 assaults goalkeeper BLACK 12, while they still are on
the court. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification of WHITE 7, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
WHITE team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes at the beginning of the
second half
b) Warning for WHITE 7
c) Caution for WHITE 7, because the match was interrupted

16.12) During the half-time break a referee is insulted by BLACK 7 on the way to the changing
rooms. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification without written report of BLACK 7 (red card shown by the referees)
b) 2-minute suspension for BLACK 7
c) BLACK team is reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes at the beginning of the
second half
d) Disqualification of BLACK 7, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)

16.13) After the whistle for half-time, BLACK 5 collides with WHITE 9 on the court, and they start
shouting at each other. WHITE 9 then pushes BLACK 5 in the chest with both hands, so that BLACK
5 almost loses body control. Correct decision?
a) 2-minute suspension for WHITE 9 at the beginning of the second half
b) Disqualification without written report of WHITE 9 (red card shown by the referees),
WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes from the beginning
of the second half
c) Disqualification of WHITE 9, WHITE team starts the second half without reduction
d) Disqualification of WHITE 9, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees),
WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes from the beginning
of the second half
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16.14) After the game WHITE 10 shouts to the referees: “You stole the game from us, you idiot!”.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Warning for WHITE 10
Disqualification of WHITE 10, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
Written report
Warning for WHITE 10, written report

16.15) On the playing court during the half-time break WHITE 9 commits an assault against Official
B from BLACK team, who subsequently insults WHITE 9. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification of WHITE 9, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees,
WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes from the beginning
of the second half
b) Disqualification of official B from BLACK team, written report (red and blue card shown by
the referees), BLACK team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes from
the beginning of the second half
c) Disqualification of WHITE 9 (red card shown by the referees), WHITE team will not be
reduced from the beginning of the second half
d) Disqualification of official B from BLACK team (red card shown by the referees), BLACK
team will not be reduced from the beginning of the second half

16.16) WHITE 7 is disqualified, because he has just received his third 2-minute suspension. He tries
to argue with the referees and does not leave the court. Correct decision?
a) No further action
b) WHITE team is reduced with one player on the court for 4 minutes
c) WHITE team is reduced with two players on the court for 2 minutes

16.17) WHITE 11 was warned in the first half and is again guilty of unsportsmanlike conduct during
the half-time break. WHITE team was playing unreduced on the court, when the first half ended.
Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Warning for WHITE 11
2-minute suspension for WHITE 11
Disqualification of WHITE 11
WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes from the beginning
of the second half
e) WHITE team will not be reduced by players on the court from the beginning of the second
half
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16:18) WHITE 4 has been injured. The referees whistle for a time-out and give the hand signal to
permit WHITE team to enter and take care of the player. Official A and B from WHITE team, but
also official A from BLACK team, enter the court. Official A from BLACK team already received a
warning. Correct decision?
a) No intervention
b) BLACK team continues with unreduced number of players on the court, when the game is
restarted
c) 2-minute suspension for official A from BLACK team
d) Disqualification official A from BLACK team (red card shown by the referees)
e) BLACK team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes, when the game is
restarted
f) After receiving medical care on the court, WHITE 4 must leave the court and can only reenter following the third attack of his team

16.19) BLACK 9 is given disqualification because of a serious foul against WHITE 9. Before the
game is restarted, BLACK 9 hits official A from WHITE team in the face. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification without written report of BLACK 9 (red card shown by the referees), BLACK
team will be reduced by two players on the court for 2 minutes
b) Disqualification without written report of BLACK 9 (red card shown by the referees), BLACK
team will be reduced by one player on the court for 4 minutes
c) No additional punishment possible
d) Disqualification of BLACK 9, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees),
BLACK team will be reduced by two players on the court for 2 minutes
e) Disqualification of BLACK 9, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees),
BLACK team will be reduced by one player on the court for 4 minutes

16.20) BLACK 8 is given his first 2-minute suspension following a time-out signal. When he leaves
the court, before the game is restarted, he addresses the referees in an unsportsmanlike manner.
Correct decision?
a) An additional 2-minute suspension for BLACK 8, BLACK team will be reduced by two players
on the court for 2 minutes
b) An additional 2-minute suspension for BLACK 8, BLACK team will be reduced by one player
on the court for 4 minutes
c) Disqualification of BLACK 8 (red card shown by the referees), BLACK team will be reduced
by two players on the court for 2 minutes
d) Disqualification of BLACK 8 (red card shown by the referees), BLACK team will be reduced
by one player on the court for 4 minutes
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16.21) I which of the following situations must a team be reduced by one player on the court for 4
minutes?
a) A player has just been disqualified; when leaving the court, he protests in a way, that
justifies a 2-minute suspension
b) A player has just received a 2-minute suspension; when leaving the court, he insults the
referees and is disqualified
c) A player has just received a 2-minute suspension for unsportsmanlike conduct towards an
opponent. While he is still on the court, he hits an opponent in the face and is disqualified
d) A player has just received a 2-minute suspension for unsportsmanlike conduct; after
crossing the side line, he comes back onto the court and protests, and he is given an
additional 2-minute suspension
e) A player has just been disqualified for spitting on an opponent. When he is leaving the
court, he pushes a referee
f) A player has just been disqualified for a serious foul; after leaving the court, and after the
match has been restarted, he insults the referees while sitting in the spectator’s area

16.22) WHITE 5 receives a 2-minute suspension on minute 7. He complains before the game is
restarted and receives an additional 2-minute suspension. Exactly one minute later, he runs onto
the court, and the timekeeper whistles. Because of the additional suspension for entering the
court, he is disqualified. Because of this he now insults the referees. Correct decision?
a) WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court from 07:00 to 08:00, by two
players from 08:00 to 10:00 and by one player from 10:00 to 11:00
b) WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court from 07:00 to 08:00, by two
players from 08:00 to 11:00 and by one player from 11:00 to 12:00
c) WHITE team will be reduced by two players on the court from 07:00 to 08:00, by three
players from 08:00 to 10:00 and by two players from 10:00 to 11:00
d) WHITE team will be reduced by 2 players on the court from 07:00 to 08:00, by four players
from 0800:10:00 and by 2 players from 10:00 to 11:00
e) Disqualification of WHITE 5, written report (red and blue card shown by the referees)
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Rule 17

17.1) The referees disagree, as to which team should have a throw-in. How should this be
handled?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The court referee decides
The goal-line referee decides
The 2 referees make a joint decision after consultation
Time-out
No time-out but throw-in executed after whistle signal

17.2) The automatic final signal from the public clock is not working. The timekeeper has not
noticed the problem and does not react, although the playing time has already ended. In this case
who shall give the final signal?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Only the scorekeeper
Only the court referee
Only the delegate
Only one of the referees
Only the timekeeper
Either the timekeeper, the delegate or one of the referees

17.3) BLACK 2 has committed an infraction. The court referee decides a disqualification of BLACK 2
(red card shown by the referees) and a free-throw. The goal referee decides on a 2-minute
suspension for BLACK 2 and a 7-meter throw. How is BLACK 2 to be penalized, and how is the
game to be continued?
a)
b)
c)
d)

2-minute suspension for BLACK 2
Disqualification of BLACK 2 (red card shown by the referees)
Free-throw
7-meter throw

17.4) In case of doubt who decides about the accuracy of the timekeeping?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The timekeeper and the scorekeeper
The two referees reach a joint decision
The timekeeper
The two referees and the timekeeper reach a joint decision
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17.5) Which punishments need to be explained in the match report?
a)
b)
c)
d)

All disqualifications, except for those given because of three 2-minute suspensions
All punishments, except cautions
All suspensions and all disqualifications
Disqualifications for dangerous fouls or seriously unsportsmanlike conduct in the last 30
seconds of the match, if the action is intended to prevent the opponents from creating a
scoring chance
e) Disqualification due to extremely unsportsmanlike conduct
f) Any progressive punishment during the last 30 seconds of the game, if the action is
intended to prevent the opponents from creating a scoring chance

17.6) Who are entitled to address the referees during a game?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Every player
Every official
The responsible team official
The team captain

17.7) The referees have different opinions about, how much playing time remains. The goal-line
referee, who is the first mentioned referee, wants to play 50 seconds more, while the court
referee says 42 seconds. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The longer playing time applies – 50 seconds
The first mentioned referee decides – 50 seconds
The court referee decides – 42 seconds
The two referees must reach a joint decision

17.8) Which referee becomes the court referee, and which one becomes the goal-line referee at
the start of a match?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The first mentioned referee becomes the court referee
The first mentioned referee becomes the goal-line referee
The referees use a coin toss to decide, who starts where
The referees are free to make their own choice
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17.9) The two referees whistle after a collision between two players. The court referee shows
offensive foul, but the goal-line referee indicates a violation by the defender. How should it be
decided?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The decision of the goal-line referee is valid
The decision of the court referee is valid
The referees contact each other to reach a joint decision
Time-out is obligatory
Time-out is necessary, only if the joint decision goes against the attacking team
Time-out is not obligatory, if the referees are using electronic equipment for their internal
communication
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Rule 18

18.1) What do the Rules of the Game prescribe regarding the work distribution between
timekeeper and scorekeeper?
a) The control of the entry and exit of the substitutes is handled only by the timekeeper
b) Generally, only the timekeeper should interrupt the game, when this becomes necessary
c) The scorekeeper must whistle, if he observes that a substitute is entering the court too
soon
d) If there is no public clock, the timekeeper keeps the teams informed about, how much time
has been played, or how much time remains to be played
e) Counting the numbers of attack, when a player is serving 3 attacks after receiving medical
care on the court, is a common task for timekeeper and scorekeeper

18.2) WHITE 5 has a clear chance of scoring. Team official A from WHITE team insults the
timekeeper. The timekeeper whistles just in the moment, when WHITE 5 is about to shoot. The
action has been noticed only by the timekeeper. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Free-throw for BLACK team
Punishment against team official A form WHITE team
Free-throw for WHITE team
7-meter throw for WHITE team
Written report

18.3) The responsible team official from WHITE team insults the scorekeeper, without this being
noticed by the referees or a delegate. At the next interruption of the game the scorekeeper
informs the referees about, what has happened. Correct decision?
a) Disqualification of the responsible team official from WHITE team, written report (red and
blue card shown by the referees)
b) 2-minute suspension for the responsible team official of WHITE team
c) Written report
d) Warning for the responsible team official from WHITE team
e) No personal punishment possible
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18.4) WHITE team is in possession of the ball at the free-throw line of BLACK team. The technical
delegate interrupts the game and explains to the referees, that Official A form BLACK team has
insulted him. Correct decision?
a) Caution for official A from BLACK team, written report
b) Disqualification of official A from BLACK team, written report (red and blue card shown by
the referees)
c) The game is restarted with a free-throw for WHITE team at the substitution area of BLACK
team
d) The game is restarted with a free-throw for WHITE team at the free-throw line of BLACK
team

18.5) WHITE team is in possession of the ball at the free-throw line of BLACK team. The
timekeeper interrupts the game and explains to the referees, that official A from WHITE team has
insulted him. The action has been noticed only by the timekeeper. Correct decision?
a) Written report
b) 2-minute suspension for official A from WHITE team, written report
c) The game is restarted with a free-throw for BLACK team at the substitution area of WHITE
team
d) The game is restarted with a free-throw for WHITE team at the free-throw line of BLACK
team

18.6) During the match responsible team official from WHITE team repeatedly moves to the
timekeeper’s desk to coach right next to it. While doing so he protests over referee decisions. Due
to the noise in the playing hall, the referees do not notice this. Correct decision
a) The timekeeper immediately interrupts the game and informs the referees about official
A’s misbehavior
b) The timekeeper waits until the next interruption of the game and informs the referees
about official A’s misbehavior
c) Progressive punishment for official A from WHITE team
d) No punishment is possible

18.7) When should the timekeeper/scorekeeper inform the referees, if there has been a violation
of the Substitution Area Regulations, that has not been noticed by the referees?
a) Immediately
b) At the time of the next interruption of the game
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18.8) If the technical delegate interrupts the game because of a violation by WHITE team, is the
game restarted with the ball possession of BLACK team?
a) Yes
b) No
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Substitution Area Regulation

SAR1) What should the distance be between the centre line and the start of the substitution
benches?
a)
b)
c)
d)

1 meter
2 meters
3 meters
3,5 meters

SAR2) Official A from WHITE team has already received a warning while sitting on the bench. He
now leaves the substitution area and sits in the spectator’s area. From this position, he continues
to protest about the referee decisions. Correct decision?
a)
b)
c)
d)

No action possible
2-minute suspension for official A from WHITE team
Disqualification of official A from WHITE team (red card shown by the referees)
Disqualification of official A from WHITE team, written report (red and blue card shown by
the referees)
e) WHITE team will be reduced by one player on the court for 2 minutes
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